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APPELLANT IN PROPER PERSON 
IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
STATE OF UTAH 





APPELLANTS BRIEF ON APPEAL 
i 
CASE NO.: 20081037 
JUDGE: 
From Washington County No.: 064500711 
APPELLANT'S BRIEF ON APPEAL 
COMES NOW, RODNEY J. YANKE, Appellant in Proper Person does 
respectfully submit his APPELLANT'S BRIEF ON APPEAL, and related 
documentation necessary with the filing of his brief. 
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QUESTIONS PRESENTED 
I. DID THE TRIAL COURT ERR FINDING NO FRAUD, COERCION, OR 
MATERIAL NON-DISCLOSURE WAS PRESENT AT THE TIME THE PROPERTY 
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT WAS SIGNED BY THE PARTIES? 
II. DID THE COURT ERR WHEN IT DENIED DISCOVERY OF ASSETS MISSING 
OR TRANSFERRED, AND MAKING A DIVISION OF PROPERTY WITHOUT 
DETERMINING WHAT PROPERTY WAS SEPARATE OR MARITAL, AND 
DETERMINING A VALUE TO ALL OF THE PARTIES PROPERTY IN QUESTION, 
AFTER THE FINDINGS OF A MARRIAGE OF SHORT DURATION? 
III. DID THE COURT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION OR VIOLATE THE PARTIES 
RIGHT TO DUE PROCESS WHEN IT REFUSED TESTIMONY OF WITNESSES 
WITH EVIDENCE MATERIAL TO THE CASE? 
IV. DID THE COURT ERR DENYING A SUBSEQUENT TRIAL FOLLOWING THE 
SECOND EVIDENTIARY HEARING AND ITS FINDINGS OF FACT OBTAINED 
AT THE EVIDENTIARY HEARINGS? 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
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Appellant has sufficiently demonstrated the Appellee was on a course of action to 
take as much property from the Appellant and his children, by hook and by crook, in 
every form and fashion, and when all that could be taken was, Appellee filed for divorce 
from their marriage of four months. 
The trial court committed reversible error in its decisions concerning the 
enforceability of a Property Settlement agreement, failure to determine the classification 
as to marital and separate property, and prematurely ended the proceedings where 
findings and conclusions were not specifically stated or clarified, before it signed the 
decree of divorce between the parties, thus enabling the parties to adequately prosecute 
the case presented to it. 
Appellant seeks to reverse these errors. 
STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 
1. Shelley Lee Gish, Appellee, and Rodney J. Yanke, Appellant, had a professional 
and romantic relationship, resulting in a legal marriage on December 30,2005. (See: 
Court Exhibit #4) 
2. Yanke inherited a large amount of cash and property following the death of his 
mother on February 17,2003. Yanke also controlled the funds inherited by his three 
minor children, which he invested in two properties detailed later in this brief. 
3. Because of Yanke's medical condition at this time, and Gish's fiduciary duties in 
regard to him personally and professionally, Yanke added dish to his Las Vegas financial 
accounts 4 days following the passing of his mother. (See: Court Exhibit 24). He further 
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testifies that $80,000 to $90,000 was in his safe deposit box at this time, and that he put 
her name on the account in case something happened to him, and ended with: 
"I trusted her with my life." (See: March 19,2008 Evd. Hrng. Transc. Pg 28, line 
21) 
4. On March 10,2003, Yanke signed on two accounts of Gish's at Mountain America 
Credit Union. Account number 7670033 had been fraudulently created with a faked Utah 
Driver License by Gish. (See: Court Exhibit 22). This exhibit clearly shows Gish opened 
this account indicating a last name of' Yanke' with a Utah Drivers License (number 
148239878 on February 26,2003, only 9 days following the death of Yanke's mother. 
Shelley Lee Gish's correct Utah Drivers License number is 148239678 (See: Court 
Exhibit 24). Gish stated she had never changed her name w}th the driver license division, 
further indicating her state of mind, and timing of the bank fraud she committed at 
Mountain America Credit Union on February 26, 2003 (See: Dec. 12,2007 Evd. Hrng 
Transc. Pg 10, lines 23-25) 
5. While acting in a fiduciary capacity of Mr. Yanke's property, Gish began a course 
of deception, misappropriation of funds, and absconding of Yanke's property on March 
21,2003, (only 4 days after Mr. Yanke deposited $26,645.00) where she admitted 
withdrawing $14,500, in cash this day alone. Yanke's counsel explained in chambers 
that: 
'there's an issue as to the fiduciary duties that was owed for the monies that 
belonged to the children that was placed into this property." (Dec. 12,2007 Evd. 
Hrng. Transc. Pg 43, lines 5-7) 
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6. Gish testified in court, that her withdrawals totaled more than $26,000 from account 
number 7670033, which Yanke testified was set up Yanke's needs and investment 
income, without Yanke's knowledge or authorization, in violation of UCA § 22-1-1. 
7. Yanke testified that the funds deposited into this account came from Mr. Yanke's 
life insurance proceeds from his late mother totaling $10,000.00, the savings account of 
his late mother totaling $13,036.00,401k distributions of $11^495., and rental income 
from a Las Vegas rental home of approximately $4,000 per month, beginning on March 
17, 2003. (See: Mar. 19,2008 Evd. Hrng. Transc, Pg 34, lines 16-21) 
8. Mr. Yanke testified to having no knowledge of these withdrawals by Gish, until 
after Gish served Yanke with divorce paperwork on November 6, 2006. He discovered 
what Gish was doing after his attorney desired information from the accounts set up for 
his investments, and from files of the homes he purchased before the December 30,2005 
marriage date. 
9. Yanke purchased 4 homes before marriage, those being the properties located at 
7311 Falvo Avenue, Las Vegas NV 89131, 570 North Daybreak, St. George UT 84770, 
3400 Robbin Court, Santa Clara UT 84765, and 832 South 375 East, Ivins UT 84738. 
Yanke provided 100 percent of the earnest money, and down payments from his separate 
and sole property (totaling $240,000.00) for the acquisition of these properties, and with 
funds belonging to his children by way of inheritance, to be Invested and used to pay for 
his children's education. Gish admits to her moral agreement with Yanke, and that he put 
the entire amount of $240,000 down on all 4 properties, and further states: 
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"He believes he put $240,000 down.. .but as far as my moral agreement to him, that 
is what I said and that is what I stayed with in my divorce petition to begin 
with, and in—all the way through this case." (See: Dec. 12,2007 Evd. Hrng 
Transc. Pg. 43, lines 17-21.) 
10. Admitted Court Exhibit 7, (Petition for divorce authored by Gish on October 26, 
2004, and notarized by her on May 13,2006), Items 6,6.1, and 6.2, contains the evidence 
that Yanke was the only one to invest in the properties at 7311 Falvo Avenue, Las Vegas; 
570 North Daybreak, St. George, and 3400 Robin Court, Santa Clara, where Gish 
requested in all 3 sections that: 
"... we will repay Rod for the down payments and divide the profits." 
Nothing included in this verified petition indicates Gish invested any of her own into the 
acquisition of these properties, and was initially authored by her just 8 weeks prior to 
Yanke investing $40,617 to acquire the property at 832 South, 375 East Ivins UT 84738. 
11. Further evidence as to the property acquisition, purchasing of investments, and 
ownership rights of Yanke are present in Gish's admitted Court Exhibit 10, a holographic 
will of Yanke, whereby he did at that time will to Gish the: 
"entirety of my property, both real and personal, including my home at 7311 
Falvo Avenue, Las Vegas NV 89131; 570 North Daybreak, St. George UT, 
84770, and 3400 Robin Court, Santa Clara UT, 84765..." (See also: Dec 12, 
2007 Evd. Hrng. Transc. Pg 86, lines 1-3) 
This clearly indicates that as of September 25,2004, the date of that will, Yanke believed 
these three homes to be his real property, with the term "my property". 
12. Yanke admitted, as Court Exhibits 12 through 15, th^ source of funds used to 
acquire and purchase the real property located at: 
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7311 Falvo Avenue, Las Vegas NV 89131 (See: Court Exhibit 12), 
570 North Daybreak, St. George UT 84770 (See: Court Exhibit 13), 
3400 Robbin Court, Santa Clara UT 84765 (See: Court Exhibit 14, and 
832 South, 375 East, Ivins UT 84738 (See: Court Exhibit 15). 
13. Yanke provides testimony that 100 percent of the funds used to acquire and 
purchase the Las Vegas and St. George properties came from his separate funds as 
admitted as Court Exhibits 12 and 13. 
Yanke provides testimony that 100 percent of the funds used to acquire and 
purchase the Santa Clara and Ivins properties came from both Yankees separate funds, 
and funds of his children's inherited property, as admitted as Court Exhibits 14 and 15. 
14. Both parties testified that the Santa Clara property was purchased with $60,000 
of Yanke's inherited funds, and another $15,000 which came from the Yanke children's 
inherited funds. Gish adds: 
"We had had so much trouble getting loans with his name on them because of his 
own divorce papers and problems that we were doing the loan in my name..." 
(Mar. 19,2008, Evd. Hrng. Transc, Pg 73, lines 16-25) 
This clearly shows the initial intent was to get this home in Yanke's name, and was titled 
in Gish's name only at the time of purchase because of the financial problems of Yanke. 
15. Ms. Gish made several false and inconsistent material statements under oath, 
including claiming she had paid $19,000 down on above mentioned Ivins property, by 
way of a second trust deed note from the seller, as her down payment. As a Utah licensed 
Real Estate and Mortgage Officer, Gish is quite aware a trust deed is a loan carried back 
from the seller, and has knowledge that her statement was indeed false. Yanke's 
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admitted Court Exhibit 15 clearly indicates that this trust deed note is indeed a loan, not a 
down payment for acquisition as Gish states. Both Yanke's and Gish's name appears on 
the deed, not hers alone, thus proving both were obligated for repayment of that loan. 
Admitted Court Exhibit 15 also proves that Yanke alone put 100 percent of the funds 
towards the acquisition and purchase of the Ivins investment property. 
16. Yanke allowed Gish, by Power of Attorney (POA) dited July 8,2003, along 
with other financial actions, to acquire the homes in her name for the benefit and behalf 
of Yanke, located at 3400 Robbin Court, Santa Clara, and 83^ S. 375 East, Ivins homes, 
which allowed title to these properties to be in Gish's name, without her actually having 
equitable title to those properties. (See: Court Exhibit 20) This power was granted only 
8 days before Yanke gave checks to Gish for acquisition and purchase of the Robbin 
Court home in Yanke's behalf and benefit, and demonstrates the intent of Yanke to allow 
these acts by Gish for his purposes, not to gift these properties to her. (See court Exhibit 
14) 
In violation of UCA § 75-5-503(3), while acting for the benefit of the Yanke as his 
attorney-in-fact, Ms. Gish began gifting to her family, and herself, real and personal 
property of Mr. Yanke's, the principle of the given Power of Attorney. 
17. Yanke had no intention of giving Gish power to take 1^1 of his life savings, 
retirement funds, income, inherited funds, and the property willed to his children for Gish 
to keep as her own and to do what she wanted regardless of Yanke's wishes. Gish claims 
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to have had a Temple Recommend at that time, and Yanke trusted her to do right in 
behalf of him. This power was granted at a time when Yanke was distressed and was: 
"At this time-I was somewhat ill during this time." (See: Dec 12,2008 Evd. Hrng. 
Transc.Pgll8,linel4.), 
Yanke signed the POA where specified protections included: 
"for my use and benefit" (Section 1 at end), ".. .if I were personally acting on my 
own behalf (Section 5, Part a) ,". . .and transact all and every kind of business of 
whatsoever nature as my attorney in fact shall deem proper" (Second Section, at end of 
ItemC). (See: Court Exhibit 20) 
None of the actions Gish completed by way of the given POA, or her fiduciary 
duties to him, were for the benefit of, or in behalf of Yanke. Gish's actions were not 
proper given the circumstances and evidence presented in court. It is clear, by the 
evidence presented, that Gish used that POA to unjustly enrich herself of property 
belonging to the principle, Yanke and his children. 
18. Yanke testified of the stress, coercion, and duress Gish was putting him through 
when sometime after Mayl 1,2006. Gish locked him out of tneir home, refused to allow 
him in, and gave him divorce paperwork notarized on May 1 ,^ 2006. (See: Court Exhibit 
7) It was at this time that Gish offered a Property Settlement Agreement (PSA) for 
Yanke to sign with her. Yanke testified: 
"I was kicked out of my house, thrown divorce papers and told to sign it". (See: 
Dec. 12,2007 Evd. Hrng. Transc. Pg 128 line 6) 
Yanke stated his only reason for signing was: 
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"to prevent divorce, continue the marriage, and also so I can be back in my home." 
Yanke also states: "well—I think she just set me up. It was a big scam." (See: Dec. 
12,2007 Evd. Hrng. Transc. Pg. 128, beginning at line 18) 
Yanke further testifies to his knowledge of contract law and his state of mind at the time 
he signed the PSA with: 
"and knowing that with a great amount of duress that a contract would be 
unenforceable or at least voidable due to the lack of mutual assent and my being 
able to voluntarily enter this agreement with my own free will." (Dec 12,2007 
Evd. Hrng. Transc. Page 129, lines 11-14) 
19. Yanke testified that the PSA had been authored solely by Ms. Gish, with her 
added testimony that she had often seen attorneys for the creation of the PSA. Gish 
testified: 
"I had gone and seen two lawyers, and in them going over with me my feelings for 
Mr. Yanke, in spite of his problems, then Mr. Jensen, an attorney in St. George said 
that the post nuptial agreement could be as effective as a prenuptial 
agreement...that I should write and do a post-nuptial agreement." (See: Dec. 12, 
2007 Evd. Hrng. Transc. Pg. 91, lines 6-12) 
Both parties testified that Mr. Yanke was not given the opportunity to seek legal 
counsel before signing, nor that any time was given for him to do so. Gish later states at 
that hearing, on Pg. 96, line 9 that "neither party saw an attorney at this time" then added 
about Mr. Jensen that "I saw him much..." thus contradicting her own testimony. Gish 
further ads on page 96 that she "was basing upon what Mr. Jensen told her to do", and 
added that she "believed Yanke never saw an attorney" to have reviewed the PSA Gish 
authored, before Yanke had signed the agreement. 
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20. At the time of signing the PSA, Gish never accounted for the missing money 
before the signing of the PSA. Gish also claims to have invested $58,000 from the sale 
of her home, and wanted to be repaid that amount on the Property Settlement Agreement 
(See: Court Exhibit 5, Item IC) Gish states using this money for bills, not investments 
and ended her testimony of where it had gone with: 
"Then that money was down to about $10,000 when we separated." (See: Dec. 
12,2007 Evd. Hrng Transc. Pg 52, line 6) 
This statement clearly shows Gish had not included this amount within the PSA, and 
constitutes additional material non-disclosure on her part in drafting the PSA. Yanke 
further claims missing from the PSA are amounts he claims to have documentation on, 
ending with: 
"So there's $95,000, $150,000, $58,000, and $60,000." (^ee: Dec 12,2007 Evd. 
Hrng. Transc. Pg 38, lines 17-25) 
21. Yanke was also unaware at the time of signing the PSA that Gish transferred 
property belonging to himself and his children to others. On direct, Gish stated at the 
time of signing the PSA, she had already quitclaimed the Ivins investment property 
(bought through the power of attorney) to herself, and her son, Justin, because: 
"I wanted someone else on title in case I died." (See: Dec. 12,2007 Evd. Hrng. 
Transc. Pg. 45, line 11) 
This act by Gish clearly shows she had no intention of protecting Yanke's property 
interests and shows clear intention to deprive Yanke and his children of their property, 
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unjustly enriching herself by way of prohibited conduct of an attorney in fact with 
fiduciary duties towards the principle (Yanke) of the given power. 
22. Gish completed parts of the PSA, one of them being the refinance of the 3400 
Robbin Court home. She obtained $94,891.72 on July 18,2006 (See: Court Exhibit 17, 
Pg 2, bottom line of handwritten complaint). Gish has failed to complete her contractual 
obligations of paying Yanke half of those monies of $47,445.00 at a reasonable time 
following her receipt of those funds. She states she has paid off the HELOC (home 
equity line of credit) with $27,500 going to Yanke (See: Dec 12,2007, Evd. Hrng 
Transc, Pg 50, lines 9-24) The contract clearly states on Item 1A that the Heloc is to be 
paid off after the sale of the home, not at the time of refinance. Gish is in breach of 
contract by her failure to abide by its terms, and Gish further breaches the contract where 
she failed pay Yanke $47,445.00 following the refinance. 
23. Gish further presents her fraud upon the court on March 19,2008, when she had 
admitted into exhibit an altered Property Settlement Agreement. (See: Court Exhibit 21) 
Gish states she added the handwritten 'or' next to Item IE. (See: Mar. 19,2007 Evd. 
Hrng Transc. Pg 82, lines 20-23) 
24. This PSA had been presented previously by her on June 13,2007 within her 
Affidavit in Support of Motion to Enforce Agreement. (See Addendum Exhibit A, on 
last page, Item IE). Item 10 within her affidavit states Exhibit "B" is a true and correct 
copy. Yanke also admitted the correct PSA as Court Exhibit 5. Neither of these exhibits, 
offered previous to March 19,2007, by both Gish and Yanke, had a handwritten 'or' next 
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to Item IE. No mention of it exists when Gish gave testimony of it on page 51 at the 
December 12,2007 evidentiary hearing. Yet, on March 19,2008, Gish testifies that this 
new agreement (Court Exhibit 21) is a copy of the original, this altered document with 
the 'or' present, substantially changes the terms of the PSA by more than $240,000, that 
is to go to Yanke, and is direct evidence that Gish has committed a second degree felony 
on the stand by her repeated inconsistent material statements under oath. 
25. The court erred when it has ignored the rules governing Postnuptial (Ante-nuptial) 
and Property Settlement agreements wherein fraud, coercion or material non-disclosure, 
when present, determines these contracts unenforceable and voidable. Unbelievably, the 
court, in its findings of fact and conclusions of law entered on August 26,2008, there 
were absent these indicators of fraud, coercion, or material non-disclosure, and thus deem 
it enforceable. 
26. Yanke has effectively marshaled the evidence, and sufficiently demonstrated by 
testimony and exhibits that at the time of signing, present were: (1) fraud, (2) fraudulent 
transfer of real property, (3) Appellants signing agreement under duress and coercion, (4) 
material nondisclosure, mid (5) failure to allow review by leg^l counsel, are not absent at 
the time of signing the PSA, thus making that contract voidable. 
27. This court has clearly been either prejudiced and/or biased in favor of Gish, and 
against Yanke. In every motion and requests favorable to the Yanke, except Motions to 
Enlarge time, the court has either ignored all requests, or outright cancelled or denied 
them. (See Addendum Exhibit "B") 
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28. In every motion in favor of the Gish, the court has ruled favorably to the point 
where Yanke's Constitutional right to due process under the law was denied. Yanke's 
council expressed this in open court as to allowing witnesses it an evidentiary hearing: 
"a witness who is not subject to the jurisdiction, and a resident of Mexico, is present in 
the courtroom, and that his testimony and documents he brought with him is essential 
to this matter, and that to deny Reverend Puig's testimony at this time would be a 
violation of the due process right of my client in that he is an essential witness and he 
does have testimony and was not subject to the jurisdiction of this court prior to his 
voluntary appearance today." (See: March 19,2008 Evd. Hrng Transc, Pg 4) 
Throughout the March 19,2008 hearing, both Yanke and Gish gave testimony indicating 
the presence of witnesses who had information material to the case. The court denied 
such testimony by any witnesses other than Yanke and Gish at this hearing. 
29. Through his attorney, Yanke attempted to get the trial court to revise its findings 
of facts and conclusions of law, and to clarify findings in light of the evidence presented 
during the two evidentiary hearings, by way of a Rule 52 motion on September 8,2008. 
(See: Addendum Exhibit C) The court has denied the Appellant any trial in the case, in 
which he was to marshal the evidence after the findings of fact and conclusions of law 
were ruled upon and clarified, thus allowing adequate prosecution of the case being 
appealed, and his right to due process under the law. 
30. The court signed the Supplemental Decree of Divorce (See: Addendum D), 
without addressing the concerns Yanke attempted to get clarified and revised through his 
attorney mentioned in Addendum Exhibit C. 
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31. Yanke repeatedly attempted to obtain relief from the court where improper 
practices in violation of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. Even Judge Ludlow indicated 
two instances of such improper practices in his Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
Entered on August 26, 2008: 
"Because no depositions have been taken in this case, and because competing 
affidavits were presented regarding the facts underlying the findings and conclusions 
filed on April 17,2007, and the order filed on August 7,2007, the Court has 
determined that such findings and conclusions and order were improperly entered in 
the absence of an evidentiary hearing. See e.g. Stan Katz Real Estate, Inc. v. Chavez, 
565 P.2d 1142,1143 (Utah 1977)" (See: Addendum Exhibit E, page 1 at bottom) 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The Property Settlement Agreement authored by Gish, was created in a negative 
environment complete with coercion Yanke was experiencing at the hand of Gish, 
completed with all the elements of Fraud, Coercion, and Material Non Disclosure, of 
which if any single element is present, the entire contract is voidable, and authored the 
contract by advice of counsel, while denying Yanke the right to do the same. 
In violation of UCA §76-8-502, Gish submitted an altered Property Settlement 
Agreement at the second evidentiary hearing, which substantially changed the terms of 
the agreement by at least $240,000.00. 
Gish's quitclaim to property to her son Justin, then retained control of the property 
which indicates a fraudulent transfer of property under the Utah Fraudulent Transfers 
Act. 
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Banking accounts Yanke contributed funds to should be considered owned by him 
in direct proportion to his net contributions. 
Yanke is at a loss when the trial court determined that none of the above 
mentioned elements were present were accepted as such by the trial court, though the 
quantity and weight of the evidence presented showed just th£ opposite. A trial should 
have been ordered to be heard, after the evidentiary hearings determined what was to be 
allowed, and discovery was completed. 
ARGUMENT 
Yanke has marshaled the evidence indicating that there was present at the time of the 
parties entering into a property settlement agreement, fraud, coercion and (not merely 
'or') material non-disclosure was not absent. 
The Property Settlement Agreement (PSA) signed by the parties on May 19,2006, and 
the circumstances surrounding its execution, contains all of the components to make it 
void, those being: 
Fraud by the 
1. Fraudulent transfer of the Ivins investment home to Gish's son, 
2. Insistence of Gish to have it signed before Yanke could obtain legal assistance. 
Coercion with 
1. Threats of divorce by Gish, notarized on May 13,2006, and handed to Yanke 
just days before the signing of the agreement. 
2. Refusal to allow Yanke back into the marital home Unless signed. 
Material Non-Disclosure by 
1. The repeated withdrawals by Gish of Yanke's premarital and inherited funds 
without his knowledge or authorization later discovered by Yanke. 
2. The failure to include all of the party's property within the agreement. 
3. The failure of Gish to provide accounting of rental income, separate, and 
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marital funds missing and allegedly absconded and concealed by Gish. 
4. The failure of Gish to provide a detailed list of assets and liabilities of both 
parties. 
5. The failure of Gish to provide an accounting of her alleged $58,000 investment 
obtained from the sale of her personal home in May 0^2005. 
"a postnuptial agreement is enforceable in Utah absent ffaud, coercion, or material 
nondisclosure" D' Aston v. D' Aston. 808 P.2d 111 (Utah Ct. of App. 1990) 
The PSA had unclear terms, and of the terms that had been completed by Gish, she failed 
in providing funds and property to Yanke in good faith, by the implied obligation of good 
faith and fair dealings between spouses. The following cases describe issues presented: 
"The parties1 stipulation was properly set aside as the product of duress, where the 
record showed that the wife feared the husband, that he had abused and threatened her, 
and that she was mentally exhausted and felt hopeless." Pjrtnam v. Putnam. Vt, 689 
A.2d 446 (1996). 
"An unclear or incomplete agreement is generally construed against the party who 
drafted it." See, e.g., Franklin v. Franklin. 262 Ga. 218,4^6 S.E.2d 503 (1992); 
Bernalv.Nieto. 123 N.M. 621, 943 P.2d 1338 (Ct. App. 1^97); Winningstad v. 
Winningstad. 99 Or. App. 682, 784 P.2d 101 (1989). 
"Courts are especially likely to construe an agreement agaijist the drafter when the 
agreement was drafted by an attorney spouse and the other spouse lacked independent 
counsel." See Williams v. Waldman. 108 Nev. 466, 836 P£d 614 (1992). 
"One particular type of absurd result which the courts try especially hard to avoid is a 
construction which allows one party to impose substantial unexpected adverse 
consequences upon the other party. The New York courts Ijave stated this point as a 
rule against construing the agreement to leave one party at the mercy of the other 
party." See Comras v. Comras. 195 A.D.2d 358, 600 N.Y.$.2d 61 (1993) 
Where Gish threatened divorce repeatedly during their relatioiiship and marriage, the 
court should establish a creditor and debtor relationship, and s^ ek to find relief, and 
distribute property according to those principles: 
18 
UCA § 25-6-1, et seq. A creditor is a person who has a cl^im, and a claim is broadly 
defined as Ma right to payment, whether or not the right is Reduced to judgment, 
liquidated, unliquidated, fixed, contingent, matured, unmatured, disputed, undisputed, 
legal, equitable, secured, or unsecured." Act § l(3).Threat|s of divorce are sufficient to 
make one a creditor. Bradford v. Bradford 993 P.2d 887 (Ut. App. 1999) 
The trial court failed in its duty to classify all of the property before it was divided. 
Specifically, the court of appeals requires detailed findings as to the classification of 
property before it is divided. See Haumond v. Haumond, 793 P.2d 421 (Utah App. 
1990) (remanded for findings as to the source of disputed properties); Rappleve v. 
Rappleve, 855 P.2d 260 (Utah App. 1993) (similar result);! Burt v. Burt, 799 P.2d 1166 
(Utah App. 1990) (similar result). 
UCA §30-3-5 (7)(c) In marriages of short duration, when ip children have been 
conceived or bom during the marriage, the court may consider the standard of living 
that existed at the time of the marriage. 
Banking accounts Yanke contributed funds to should be considered owned by him in 
direct proportion to his net contributions. The Utah Code Annotated states: 
UCA § 75-6-103. Ownership during lifetime. (Utah Uniform Probate Code) 
(1) A joint account belongs, during the lifetime of all parties, to the parties in 
proportion to the net contributions by each to the sums on deposit, unless there is clear 
and convincing evidence of a different intent. 
Gish's transfer of the Ivins investment property was not done in good faith. 
UCA § 25-6-9. Good faith transfer. (Utah Fraudulent Transfers Act) 
(1) A transfer or obligation is not voidable under Subsection 25-6-5(1 )(a) against a 
person who took in good faith and for a reasonably equivalent value or against any 
subsequent transferee or obligee. 
Neither Yanke nor Gish received any funds at the time she transferred ownership in the 
Ivins investment property to her son, Justin John Gish, with he^ " in joint tenancy. Yanke 
has demonstrated badges of fraud by Gish evident in the transfer of this property: 
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In the case of, Taylor v. Rupp 133 F.3d 1336 (1998) the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals 
outlined the badges of fraud applicable in Utah and listed the badges of fraud in Utah 
as: (only badges applicable to this appeal case follow) 
(a) the transfer or obligation was to an insider; 
(b) the debtor remained in possession or control of the property after the transfer; 
(c) the transfer was not disclosed or was concealed; 
(f) the debtor absconded; 
(g) the debtor removed or concealed assets; 
(h) the value of consideration received by the debtor was pot reasonably equivalent to 
the value of the asset being transferred or the amount of tl^ e obligation incurred; 
Gish retained in possession and control of the property after transfer; continued to receive 
rents from the property; Gish transferred the property to her s0n Justin, an insider; the 
transfer was concealed from Yanke; Gish absconded repeatedly and removed and 
concealed assets; and the debtor Gish, nor Yanke, received an^ consideration, let alone 
reasonably equivalent to the value, at the time of, or after the transfer by Gish. 
UCA § 25-6-2. Definitions. (Uniform Fraudulent Transfers Act) 
In this chapter: 
(4) "Creditor" means a person who has a claim. 
(6) "Debtor" means a person who is liable on a claim. 
(7) "Insider" includes: 
(a) if the debtor is an individual: 
(i) a relative of the debtor or of a general partner of th0 debtor; 
Further details about contract in general are specified in Utah Code: 
UCA § 15-3-3. Fraudulent transactions not validated. 
Nothing herein shall validate a transaction within its provisions which is actually or 
constructively fraudulent. 
Clearly, this transfer is fraudulent and should be found as void^ and the ownership in the 
property should go to Yanke and his children, the investors whjo contributed 100% of the 
acquisition funds to purchase that property. 
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Gish has a substantial conflict of interest, and committed acts which are prohibited as 
addressed in Utah Code Annotated: 
UCA § 75-5-504 states that any transaction by an attorney-in-fact, which is affected 
by a substantial conflict of interest, is voidable. 
UCA §75-5-503 Power of attorney-Prohibitions and restrictions. 
A power of attorney may not be construed to grant authority to an attorney-in-fact or 
agent to perform any of the following, unless expressly authorized in the power of 
attorney: (3) make or revoke a gift of the principles property, in trust or otherwise. 
Being a Utah licensed Real Estate Salesperson, and Mortgage Officer, Gish knows her 
fiduciary responsibilities in all aspects and in her exercising actions under the Power of 
Attorney Yanke gave Gish, the following fiduciary principles apply: 
UCA §22-1-1. Definitions. 
In this chapter unless the context or subject matter otherwise requires: 
"Fiduciary" includes.. .or any other person acting in a fiduciary capacity for any 
person, trust or estate. 
"Principal" includes any person to whom a fiduciary as such owes an obligation. 
A thing is done "in good faith" when it is in fact done honestly, whether it is done 
negligently or not. 
Gish committed the unthinkable where she brought a fraud upon the court when she had 
admitted as Court Exhibit 21, an altered PSA complete with her testimony as to its 
authenticity, after both she and Yanke previously produced true and correct copies 
without the handwritten 'or' next to Item IE, in prior affidavits and admissions. 
UCA § 76-8-502 False or inconsistent material statements. 
A person is guilty of a felony in the second degree if in any official proceeding: 
(1) He makes a false material statement under oath.. .or (2) He makes inconsistent 
material statements under oath, one of which is false and not believed by him to be 
true. 
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The Appellate Court should find none of Gish's testimony as credible, and should rule in 
light most favorable to the true and accurate testimony of Yanke, in every area pertaining 
to all material facts, evidence, and testimony Yanke has brought forth. 
CONCLUSION 
Where Yanke has proven Gish has demonstrated breach of fiduciary duties, abuse 
of power of attorney, fraud, coercion, material nondisclosure, where Gish has entered a 
false and altered property settlement agreement in court, and has followed through with 
none of the terms of that contract for the benefit of Yanke, after parts had been completed 
by Gish, Yanke Hereby Moves the Appellate Court to Order that the property settlement 
agreement of May 19, 2006 to be void and invalid between the parties. 
Where Yanke has proven Gish supplied no funds to acquire and purchase 
investment properties, and where he has proven he and his children's separate and 
inherited funds provided a 100% investment in the acquisition and purchase of the 
properties located at 570 North Daybreak, St, Goerge UT 84770, 3400 Robbin Court, 
Santa Clara UT 84765, and 832 South, 375 East, Ivins UT, 84738, Yanke Hereby Moves 
the Appellate Court to Order the transfer of title, use, and possession of those properties 
back to him in totality and free of any control and ownership interests by Gish, and return 
the $94,891.75 Gish obtained in the refinance of the Santa Clara property to Yanke. 
22 
Where Yanke has proven there has been misappropriation and absconding by Gish 
of his separate, and his children's inherited funds, and to determine what funds were 
separate and marital property, Yanke Hereby Moves the Appellate Court to Order 
discovery of the whereabouts of those funds, to determine the type and classification of 
those funds by a forensic accounting firm, with the final determination of what monetary 
funds go to either party. 
Respectfully and Sincerely submitted This ' ^ Day of October, 2009. 
RODNEY ^fANKE 
6067 East Bonanza Road 
Lis Vegas, NV 89110 
435-229-5040 
Appellant Pro Se 
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ADDENDUM EXHIBIT "A" 
Brent M. Brindley - 7148 
BRINDLEY SULLIVAN 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 
249 East Tabernacle, Suite 102 
St. George, Utah 84770 
Telephone: (435) 673-9220 
Facsimile: (435) 673-3401 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
. , . . i » » . . . , i . . . . . . I • i 
IN THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR WASHINGTON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
SHELLEY L. GISH, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
RODNEY J. YANKE, 
Respondent. 
AFFIDAVIT OF SHELLEY L. GISH IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO ENFORCE 
AGREEMENT 
Case No.: 064500711 
Judge: Eric A. Ludlow 
Petitioner, SHELLY L. GISH, being first duly sworn on her oath, deposes and states as 
follows: 
1. I am the Petitioner in the above referenced case. 
2. I am a resident of Washington County, Utah. 
3. I am over the age of majority. 
4. I have personal knowledge and am competent to testify of the matters stated in 
this affidavit. 
5. Respondent and I have had a tumultuous and somewhat difficult relationship 
which has caused us to be separated with this divorce action pending. 
1 
**«*)*! i n . , 
. * '*: 
S 
6. Respondent and I have submitted this case to mediation on several occasions in an 
effort to resolve our differences and to save our relationship or resolve the issues related to a 
divorce. 
7. On May 19,2006, Respondent and I entered into a postnuptial agreement that 
outlined the terms on which we would enter into a legal separation and continue to work on our 
relationship. 
8. On the same day, we entered into a property settlement agreement outlining the 
general division of our principal assets in the event our attempts to reconcile failed. 
9. A true and correct copy of the postnuptial agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit 
"A". 
10. A true and correct copy of the property settlement agreement is attached hereto as 
Exhibit "B". 
11. Respondent and I each entered into the postnuptial agreement and the property 
settlement agreement of our own free will without any fraud, coercion or material nondisclosure. 
12. Our efforts to resolve our relationship have failed and our postnuptial agreement 
and property settlement agreement should be enforced. 
DATED this _ ^ _ day of June, 2007. 
Shelley I/Uisti 
2 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF WASHINGTON 
) )ss. 
) 
SHELLEY L. GISH, the affiant, appeared before me today and proved to me her identity, 
then signed this document in my presence, and affirmed that she had read this document, 
understood its contents, and mat the contents were true of her own personal knowledge. 
_c*» 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the /3» day of June, 2007,1 served a copy of the foregoing 
AFFIDAVIT OF SHELLEY L. GISH on the following by depositing a copy thereof in the 
mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
Christopher A. Tolboe 
2181 East Knolls Drive 





Post Nuptial Agreement 
This is an agreement between Rodney J. Yanke, and Shelley L. Gish AKA Shelley Yanke. 
Things are not going well and have not for a long time, but especially since March of 2005. Both parties are 
feeling angry, hurt, frustrated, and helpless to create any kind of a lasting change, due to some misunderstood 
differences and Rod's on-going problem of self-medicating which are destroying the relationship.. 
Both parlies are awaie of the choices in front of them: 
1. To separate now, with sipeciFic measurable indicators of getting back together. Bat without legal 
interference*. 
2. To gel a legal separation, agreed to by both parties. 
3. To separate all the properties now, legally, rather than waiting for divorce, a? we would do if getting a 
divorce. 
To create measurable results, we agree that: *~-.l- •*• '« '"'*•- "•*•••* / ' ?- "^•—^ SK '-J*- • 
Rod will go to an aianon mtg. a recovery mtg> a church 12 step mtg, and have one date night with Sybil each 
week . To read scriptures and have prayer together each day, an activity or FHE each week, and One monthly 
mediation meeting with the bishop or stake president, with the consequence of not following thru.... 
being a legal separation or divorce*. 
Measurable results would be: 
1. Kindness in feeling and action toward ail family members. No yelling or tantrums. 
2. Feelings of intimacy and affection re-established between Rod and Sybil. 
3. No smoking or self medicating. 
4. Taking an active role in the household with responsibilities for each person. 
5. Taking an active role in our business endeavors, paying bills, bank accts3 etc. 
6. Becoming a full active member of the church. 
The purpose of this agreement is to keep filings between us civil. Honest and honorable. To give both parties 
something in writing as a protection and a safeguard in the event one or the other goes to the legal system 
viLhout the knowledge of the other. If that were to happen, then this agreement would serve to have that 
process stopped or overturned in a court of law. 
It is be cd to.Jbe a lawful and binding agreement Signed and notarized properly. 








7181 S. CAMPUS VIEW Oft J 
*l V\EST JORDAN, UTAH 14064 J 
Date 
EXHIBIT "B" 
Property Settlement agreement: 
We own 4 houses thai are of some -worth. They would be divided as follows; 
). 3400 Robbin Court Santa Clara \ JT to be the persona! residence of Sybil and the Idds until it sells. At that 
time, wc will 
£. Pay off ihc house debts,! st mortgage and Heloc. 
B Pay kod back his $240,000.00. 
C Pay Sybil hack her $58,000 00 
D Divide the difference. 
E Reii the house loan, to bring down the payments, and each have some cash to move forward with now. 
Which would leave ail bills and debts as they are now, being paid from the rent, Until the house sells. 
2. Refi Daybreak home to get Rod off title, or / and this home be quit-claimed to Sybil. 
3. Quii claim the ivias house io Sybil 
4. Quit claim the Las Vegas house to Rod. 
5. Infinity Chevy Tmck and large motorcycle to go to Rod. 
6. Saturn, Ford Van and 2 smaller motorcycles to stay with Sybil 
As Rod is moving into a place of hi? own now... we will divide whatever possessions we have, and he may 
move whatever of his own whenever he likes. We will have a shared storage unit that we will divide the cost of. 
Once the Robbin O house sells. Sybil will us& her proceeds to find and move into another place, as we]]. 
Anything else we need to think about: 
1. Sybil and hoys lo remain in the home until sale occurs and closes. 
L Rod lo move io another place right now. 
\ Rod to call before oomirni over, lo be considerate. 
Tiis is being created to be a par! of the post nuptial agreement, and to be legal ancj binding. 




7181 S. CAMPUS VIEW OR J 
WEST JORDAN. UTAH 54084 J 
COMMISSION EXPIRES J 






^fj*-c* 5 ^ * ^ UMJr^ 
Connt}' of. AAJCLZ 
Subscribed rod morn/affirmed to before rac this t*7 day nif]fl/\ O-A, 
ADDENDUM EXHIBIT "B" 
FIFTH DISTRICT COURT-ST GEORGE 
WASHINGTON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
SHELLEY L GISH vs. RODNEY J YANKE 
IE NUMBER 064500721 Divorce/Annulment 
KENT ASSIGNED JUDGE 
ERIC A LUDLOW 
TIES 
Petitioner - SHELLEY L GISH 
Represented by: BRENT M BRINDLEY 
Respondent - RODNEY J YANKE 
Represented by: CHRISTOPHER A TOLBOB 
OUNT SUMMARY 
















REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: DIVORCE PSTN 







REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: VITAL STATISTICS FEB 
Amount Due: 2.00 
Amount Paid: 2.00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 









REVENUE DETAIL - TYPB: DIVORCE COUNTER 
tited: 12/30/08 15:39:52 Page 1 
E NUMBER 064500711 Divorce/Annulment 
Amount Due: 85.00 
Amount Paid: 85*00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COPY PEE 
Amount Due: 1.75 
Amount Paid: 1.75 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: AUDIO TAPE COPY 
Amount Due: 10.00 
Amount Paid: 10.00 
Amount Credit: 0.00 
Balance: 0.00 














































REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: REPORTER FEES 
Amount Due: 315.00 
ited: 12/30/08 15:39:52 Page 2 
















BAIL/CASH BOND DETAIL - TTPB: CASH BOND: Appeals 







56-06 Filed: Affidavit of Military Service 
37-06 Judge ERIC A LUDLOW assigned. 
37-06 Filed: Petition 
37-06 Filed: Verified Petition 
37-06 Fee Account created Total Due: 
37-06 Fee Account created Total Due: 
37-06 Fee Account created Total Due: 
37-06 DIVORCE PETN Payment Received: 
Note: Code Description: DIVORCE PETN, 
FEE, ONLINE ASSISTANCE 
)7-06 VITAL STATISTICS FEE Payment Received: 
)7-06 ONLINE ASSISTANCE Payment Received: 
J7-06 Filed: Affidavit of Military Service 
>7-06 Filed: Petitionees Affidavit of Jurisdiction and Grounds for 
Divorce 
>7-06 Filed: Property Settlement Agreement 
17-06 Filed: Post Nuptial Agreement 
.3-06 Filed: Notice of Appearance of Counsel 
to-06 Filed: Notice of Appearance of Counsel 
12-06 Notice - NOTICE for Case 064500711 ID 9478137 
MOTION TEMP ORDERS is scheduled. 
Date: 12/20/2006 
Time: 01:30 p.m. 
Location: Courtroom TBD 
Fifth District Court 
220 North 200 East 













ted: 12/30/08 15:39:52 Page 3 
2 NUMBER 064500711 Divorce/Annulment 
Before Judge: ERIC A LUDLOW 
22-06 MOTION TEMP ORDERS scheduled on December 20, 2006 at 01:30 PM 
in Courtroom TBD with Judge LUDLOW. 
27-06 Filed: Amended Verified Petition 
28-06 Filed: Amended Notice of Lis Pendens 
JO-06 Filed: Motion to Continue Hearing on Motion for Temporary 
Orders 
)4-06 Filed order: Order Continuing Hearing on Motion for Temporary 
Orders 
Judge JAMES L SHUMATE 
Signed December 04, 2006 
)4-06 MOTION TEMP ORDERS Cancelled. 
Reason: Court approved continuance 
)6-06 Filed: Notice of Signing of Order Continuing Hearing on Motion 
for Temporary Orders 
)4-07 BENCH TRIAL scheduled on January 30, 2007 at 02:30 PM in 
Courtroom TBD with Judge LUDLOW. 
)4-07 Notice - NOTICE for Case 064500711 ID 95072^7 
BENCH TRIAL is scheduled. 
Date: 01/30/2007 
Time: 02:30 p.m. 
Location: Courtroom TBD 
Fifth District Court 
220 North 200 East 
St. George, UT 84770 
Before Judge: ERIC A LUDLOW 
.6-07 Filedi Objection to the Notice of Bench Trial 
.6-07 Filed: Partial Motion for Summary Judgement to Dismiss the 
Petitioner's Amended Verified Petition 
.6-07 Filed: Respondent's Affidavit in Support of the Partial Motion 
for Summary Judgement 
.6-07 Filed: Memorandum of Points & Authorities in Support of 
Respondent's Partial Motion for Summary Judgment to Dismiss 
Petitioner's Amended Verified Petition 
.6-07 Filed: Answer to Verified Petition and Counterclaim Petition 
for Divorce | 
6-07 Fee Account created Total Due: 85.00 
6-07 DIVORCE COUNTER Payment Received: 85.00 
Note: Code Description: DIVORCE COUNTER 
3-07 Filed: Notice Vacating Trial Date 
3-07 Filed: Supplemental Filing to Resondent's Partial Motion for 
Summary Judgment to Dismiss the Petitioner's Amended Verified 
Petition 
6-07 Filed: Request to Submit for Decision & Request for Hearing 
9-07 Filed: Motion to Strike Request to Submit for Decision 
Filed by: BRINDLEY, BRENT M 
9-07 Filed: Motion for Extension of Time to Respond to Respondents 
Partial Motion for Summary Judgment 
Filed by: BRINDLEY, BRENT M 
ted: 12/30/08 15:39:53 Page 4 
3 NUMBER 064500711 Divorce/Annulment 
iO-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for BENCH TRIAL 
Judge: ERIC A LUDLOW 
Clerk: janicee 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: BRENT M BRINDLEY 
Petitioner (s) : SHELLEY L 6ISH 
Attorney for the Respondent: CHRISTOPHER A TOLBOE 
Respondent (s) : RODNEY J YANKE 
Video 
Tape Number: 070037 Tape Count: 2:35/2:35 
HEARING 
Counsel asks the Court for a continuance on this matter. 
Court grants request. 
H-07 Filed: Answer to Counter-Petit ion 
SHELLEY L GISH 
L5-07 Filed order: Order Granting Motion for Extension of Time to 
Respond to Respondent's Partial Motion for Summary Judgment 
Judge ERIC A LUDLOW 
Signed February 15, 2007 
!0-07 Filed: Notice of Signing of Order Granting Motion for Extension 
of Time to Respond to Respondent's Partial Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
18-07 Filed: Affidavit of Shelley L. Gish 
!8-07 Filed: Memorandum in Opposition to Respondent's Partial Motion 
for Summary Judgment 
18-07 Filed: Stipulated Motion to Extend Time for Respondent to Reply 
to Petitioners Memorandum in Opposition to Respondents Partial 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
Filed by: TOLBOE, CHRISTOPHER A 
f9-07 Filed order: Order Granting Stipulated Motion to Extend Time 
for Respondent to Reply to Petitioner's Memorandum in 
Opposition to Respondent's Partial Motion for Summary Judgment 
Judge ERIC A LUDLOW 
Signed March 09, 2007 
7-07 Filed: Motion for Bifurcated Decree of Divorce 
Filed by: GISH, SHELLEY L 
9-07 Filed: Respondent's Reply to the Memorandum for Bifurcated 
Decree of Divorce Submitted by Petitioner 
2-07 Filed: Request to Submit Respondent's Partial Motion for 
Summary Judgment for Decision 
6-07 Filed: Respondent's Reply to Petitioner's Memorandum Opposing 
Respondent's Partial Motion for Summary Judgment 
6-07 Filed: Respondent's Affidavit in Support of the Motionfor 
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IB NUMBER 064500711 Divorce /Annulment 
Summary Judgment 
16-07 Filed: Ex Parte Motion to File an Over-Length Brief 
Filed by: YANKB, RODNEY J 
16-07 Filed: Request to Submit for Decision & Request for Hearing 
17-07 Filed order: Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law Re 
Bifurcated Decree of Divorce 
Judge ERIC A LUDLOW 
Signed April 16f 2007 
17-07 Judgment #1 Entered $ 0.00 
17-07 Filed judgment: Bifurcated Decree of Divorce 
Judge ERIC A LUDLOW 
Signed April 16, 2007 
17-07 Case Disposition is Judgment 
Disposition Judge is ERIC A LUDLOW 
17-07 Filed order: Court's Ruling on Request to Submit for Decision: 
Set for Hearing 
Judge ERIC A LUDLOW 
Signed April 16f 2007 
fcO-07 Filed: Motion of Brent M. Brindley to Withdraw as Counsel of 
Record 
Filed by: BRINDLEY, BRENT M 
20-07 Filed: Notice of Signing of Bifurcated Decree of divorce and 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law Re Bifurcated Decree of 
Divorce 
JO-07 Filed: Objection to Petitioners Counsels Motion to Withdraw 
)l-07 Filed: Objection to Findings of Facts, Re: Bifurcated Decree of 
Divorce and Motion to Amend Findings of Fact 
14-07 Filed: Withdrawal of Motion 
51-07 Notice - NOTICE for Case 064500711 ID 9613495 
MOTION HEARING is scheduled. 
Date: 06/29/2007 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: Courtroom TBD 
Fifth District Court 
220 North 200 East 
St. George, UT 84770 
Before Judge: ERIC A LUDLOW 
1*07 MOTION HEARING scheduled on June 29, 2007 at 09:00 AM in 
Courtroom TBD with Judge LUDLOW. 
1-07 Filed: Certificate of Service of Respondent's First Set of 
Interrogatories to Petitioner 
1-07 Filed: Motion to Quash Subpoenas Duces Tecum 
Filed by: GISH, SHELLEY L 
1-07 Filed: Memorandum in Support of Motion to Quash Subpoenas Duces 
Tecum 
4-07 Notice - NOTICE for Case 064500711 ID 96247^8 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT is scheduled. 
Date: 06/26/2007 
Time: 02:30 p.m. 
ted: 12/30/08 15:39:54 Page 6 
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Location: Courtroom TBD 
Fifth District Court 
220 North 200 East 
St. George, UT 84770 
Before Judge: ERIC A LUDLOW 
04-07 SUMMARY JUDGMENT scheduled on June 26, 2007 at 02:30 PM in 
Courtroom TBD with Judge LUDLOW. 
05-07 Filed: Certificate of Service of Respondent's First Request for 
Production of Documents to Petitioner 
07-07 MOTION HEARING Cancelled. 
Reason: Court approved continuance 
11-07 Filed: Motion to Continue Hearing on Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Filed by: GISH, SHELLEY L 
12-07 Filed return: Subpoena Duces Tecum and Return of Service 
Party Served: Zions Bank 
Service Type: Personal 
Service Date: May 18, 2007 
12-07 Filed return: Subpoena Duces Tecum and Return of Service 
Party Served: Mountain America Credit Union 
Service Type: Personal 
Service Date: May 18, 2007 
L3-07 Filed: Motion to Enforce Agreement and Request for Hearing 
Filed by: GISH, SHELLEY L 
L3-07 Filed: Memorandum in Support of Motion to Enforce Agreement 
L3-07 Filed: Affidavit of Shelley L. Gish in Support of Motion to 
Enforce Agreement 
L9-07 Filed: Affidavit of Respondent in Opposition to Petitioner's 
Motion to Quash Subpoenas Duces Tecum 
L9-07 Filed: Respondent's Memorandum in Opposition to Petitioner's 
Motion to Quash Subpoenas Duces Tecum & Motion to Compel 
Compliance with Subpoena Duces Tecums 
L9-07 Filed: Objection to Respondent's First Request for Production 
of Documents and First Set of Interrogatories to Petitioner 
21*07 Filed: Motion for Order to Show Cause 
Filed by: TOLBOE, CHRISTOPHER A 
11-07 Filed: Respondent's Affidavit in Support of Motion for Order to 
Show Cause 
!l-07 Filed: Request to Submit for Decision on Respondent's Motion to 
Amend Petitioner's Findings of Fact Pursuant to Rule 52(b) & 
Request for Hearing 
!5-07 Filed: Notice of Signing of Order Continuing Hearing on Motion 
for Summary Judgment 
15-07 Filed order: Order Continuing Hearing on Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Judge ERIC A LUDLOW 
Signed June 25, 2007 
5-07 SUMMARY JUDGMENT Cancelled. 
Reason: Court approved continuance 
ted: 12/30/08 15:39:54 Page 7 
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Piled by: TOLBOE, CHRISTOPHER A 
20-07 Pee Account created Total Due: 1.75 
20-07 COPY FEE Payment Received: 1.75 
27-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for MOTION TO AMEND 
Judge: ERIC A LUDLOW 
Clerk: karenbm 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: BRENT M BRINDLEY 
Video 
Tape Number: 07-297 Tape Count: 1:41/1:43 
HEARING 
TAPE: 07-297 COUNT: 1:41/1:43 
The Court notes defense counsel's office has called and Mr. Tolboe 
is unabler to attend do to illness. 
The matter will be re-set for hearing by the clerk 
15-07 Filed: Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for New Trial 
.9-07 MOTION TO AMEND scheduled on October 09, 2007 at 01:30 PM in 
Courtroom TBD with Judge LUDLOW. 
.9-07 Notice - NOTICE for Case 064500711 ID 9704011 
MOTION TO AMEND is scheduled. 
Date: 10/09/2007 
Time: 01:30 p.m. 
Location: Courtroom TBD 
Fifth District Court 
220 North 200 East 
St. George, UT 84770 
Before Judge: ERIC A LUDLOW 
9-07 Filed: Motion to Withdraw 
Filed by: TOLBOE, CHRISTOPHER A 
0-07 Filed order: Order Granting Motion to Withdraw 
Judge ERIC A LUDLOW 
Signed September 19, 2007 
0-07 Filed: Request to Submit Respondent's Motion for New Trial for 
Decision 
1-07 Filed: Stipulation to Motion to Withdraw 
7-07 Filed: Notice to Appear or Appoint Counsel 
7-07 Filed: Affidavit of Shelley L Gish 
4-07 Filed order: Order Denying Responsdents Motion for New Trial 
Judge ERIC A LUDLOW 
Signed October 02, 2007 
5-07 Filed: Withdrawal of Motion 
9-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for MOTION TO AMEND 
Judge: ERIC A LUDLOW 
Clerk: judymb 
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S NUMBER 064500711 Divorce/Annulment 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: BRENT M BRINDLEY 
Petitioner(s): SHELLEY L GISH 
Attorney for the Respondent: CHRISTOPHER A TOLBOE 
Respondent(s): RODNEY J YANKS 
Video 
Tape Number: RR-D Tape Count: 2.24-2.52 
HEARING 
TAPE: RR-D COUNT: 2.24-2.52 
The matter today involved the Motion to Amend F of F. Petitioner 
is not present in the courtroom but can be on short notice if 
necessary. Discussion held re: Pet's affidavit, validity of 
marriage. Procedures are discussed. A scheduling conference set 
for the first week of November, w/Bvidentiary Hearing to follow. 
Three hours will be needed for the evidentiary hearing. 2:52 Off 
record. 
19-07 Filed: Notice of Signing of Order Denying Respondent's Motion 
for New Trial 
.1-07 Notice - NOTICE for Case 064500711 ID 97179*7 
SCHEDULING CONFERENCE is scheduled. 
Date: 11/08/2007 
Time: 08:30 a.m. 
Location: Law & Motion 
HALL OF JUSTICE 
220 NORTH 200 EAST 
ST GEORGE, UT 84770 
Before Judge: ERIC A LUDLOW 
1-07 SCHEDULING CONFERENCE scheduled on November 08, 2007 at 08:30 
AM in Law & Motion with Judge LUDLOW. 
2-07 Filed: Motion for Order to Show Cause 
Filed by: BRINDLEY, BRENT M 
6-07 Filed order: Order Denying Motion to Amend Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law and Denying Motion for Parietal Summary 
Judgment 
Judge ERIC A LUDLOW 
Signed November 06, 2007 
7-07 Filed: Notice of Signing of Order Denying Motion to Amend 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Denying Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment 
8-07 Note: "Scheduling conference: Mr. Tolboe was present; an 
evidentiary hearing of 3 hours is needed per previous hearing 
on Motion to Amend. Mr. Tolboe suggests after first week of 
January. 
9-07 Notice - NOTICE for Case 064500711 ID 9740945 
ted: 12/30/08 15:39:55 Page 10 
3 NUMBER 064500711 Divorce/Annulment 
EVIDENTIARY HEARING is scheduled. 
Date: 12/12/2007 
Time: 01:30 p.m. 
Location: Courtroom TBD 
Fifth District Court 
220 North 200 East 
St. George, UT 84770 
Before Judge: ERIC A LUDLOW 
)9-07 EVIDENTIARY HEARING scheduled on December 12, 2007 at 01:30 PM 
in Courtroom TBD with Judge LUDLOW. 
>9-07 Fee Account created Total Due: 10.00 
J9-07 AUDIO TAPE COPY Payment Received: 10.00 
LO-07 Filed: Motion to Set Aside Petitioner's Order Denying Motion to 
Amend Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Denying 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Filed by: TOLBOE, CHRISTOPHER A 
.0-07 Filed: Memorandum in Support of Respondent's Motion to Set 
Aside Petitioner's Order Denying Motion to Amend Findings of 
Fact and Conclusions of Law and Denying Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment 
.2-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for EVIDENTIARY HEARJNG 
Judge: ERIC A LUDLOW 
Cleric: karenbm 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: BRENT M BRINDLEY 
Petitioner (s) : SHELLEY L GISH 
Attorney for the Respondent: CHRISTOPHER A TOLBOE 
Respondent (s) : RODNEY J YANKE 
Video 
Tape Number: FTR- J Tape Count: 1:38/5; 15 
HEARING 
TAPE: FTR- J COUNT: 1:38/ 
Counsel address the Court. 
Petitioner and Respondent are sworn by the clerk. 
COUNT: 1:45 








On record. Ms. Gish continues to testify. 
:ed: 12/30/08 15:39:55 Page 11 
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COUNT: 4:25 
Ms. Gish steps down from the witness stand. 
Rodney Yanke testifies. 
COUNT: 5:13 
Mr. Yanke steps down from the witness stand. 
COUNT: 5:15 
Off record. 
L4-07 Pee Account created Total Due: 10.00 
L4-07 AUDIO TAPE COPY Payment Received: 10.00 
>8-07 BALANCE OP EVIDENTIARY HRG scheduled on January 29, 2008 at 
01:30 PM in Courtroom TBD with Judge LUDLOW. 
18-07 Notice - NOTICE for Case 064500711 ID 97727^3 
BALANCE OF EVIDENTIARY HRG is scheduled. 
Date: 01/29/2008 
Time: 01:30 p.nu 
Location: Courtroom TBD 
Pifth District Court 
220 North 200 East 
St- George, UT 84770 
Before Judge: ERIC A LUDLOW 
!8-08 Filed: Motion to Continue Hearing 
Piled fay: BRINDLEY, BRENT M 
i0-08 Piled order: Order Continuing Hearing 
Judge ERIC A LUDLOW 
Signed January 29, 2008 
15-08 Piled: Notice of Signing Order Continuing Hearing 
18*08 BALANCE OP EVIDENTIARY scheduled on March 19, 2008 at 09:00 AN 
in Courtroom TBD with Judge LUDLOW. 
8-08 Notice - NOTICE for Case 064500711 ID 9802813 
BALANCE OF EVIDENTIARY is scheduled. 
Date: 03/19/2008 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: Courtroom TBD 
Pif th District Court 
220 North 200 East 
St. George, UT 84770 
Before Judge: ERIC A LUDLOW 
1-08 Filed: Ex Parte Motion to Permit the Testimony of Witness Jose 
Puig 
Piled by: TOLBOE, CHRISTOPHER A 
1-08 Piled: Request for Expedited Decision Regarding Respondent's Ex 
Parte Motion to Permit Jose Puig to Testify 
9-08 Minute Entry - Minutes for BALANCE OP EVIDENTIARY HEARI 
Judge: ERIC A LUDLOW 
Clerk: judymb 
PRESENT 
Petitioner's Attorney: BRENT M BRINDLEY 
:ed: 12/30/08 15:39:56 Page 12 
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Petitioner(s): SHELLEY L GISH 
Attorney for the Respondent: CHRISTOPHER A tOLBOE 
Respondent(s): RODNEY J YANKE 
Audio 
Tape Number: FTR-J Tape Count: 9:30-11:50 
HEARING 
TAPE: FTR-J COUNT: 9:30-11:50 
Court & Counsel have met in chambers. Respondents pending motion 
is Denied (Re: Jose Puig testimony). 9:35 Resp, still under oath, 
retakes stand to testify. 10:25 Recess 10:47 On record after 
meeting in chambers. Testimony continues 
Petitioner also testifies. 11:40 Testimony concludes. Proposed 
findings & conclusion due from counsel & Court will take under 
advisement after 5/01/08 a 5pm. All documents not specifically 
received as exhibits will be removed from binder. 11:50 
L9-08 Piled: (DENIED) Order Granting Respondents Ex Parte Motion to 
Permit Jose Puigs Testimony 
55-08 Pee Account created Tdtal Due: 10.00 
55-08 AUDIO TAPE COPY Payment Received: 10.00 
H-08 Filed: Stipulated Motion to Enlarge Time for Filing Proposed 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
Filed by: BRINDLEY, BRENT M 
(5-08 Filed order: Order Enlarging Time for Filing Proposed Findings 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
Judge ERIC A LUDLOW 
Signed May 05
 f 2008 
!l-08 Filed: Stipulated Motion to Enlarge Time tot Filing Proposed 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
Filed by: TOLBOE, CHRISTOPHER A 
8-08 Filed order: Order Enlarging Time for Filing Proposed Findings 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law (The Court grants the extension. 
Once the Court has received the proposed findings, conclusions 
and order, the Court will then take the matter under advisement 
Judge ERIC A LUDLOW 
Signed May 28, 2008 
4-08 Filed: Notice of Change of Firm Address 
8-08 Note: Volumes 1, 2, & 3 checked out to Jace Willard in Cedar 
City on 7.28-8* 
6-08 Filed order: Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
Judge ERIC A LUDLOW 
Signed August 26, 2008 
8-08 Filed: Motion for Revision of the Courts Findings of Facts 
Pursuant to Rule 52 & in the Alternative Motion for 
Clarification & Addition Findings of Fact 
Filed by: TOLBOE, CHRISTOPHER A 
**w». 10/10/no ic.io.c:<: Dama f* 
r NUMBER 064500711 Divorce/Annulment 
18-08 Filed: Motion for Enlargement of Time to Submit Proposed 
Supplemental Decree of Divorce 
Filed by: BRINDLEY, BRENT M 
t3-08 Filed: Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Revision of 
Findings of Fact and Request for Hearing 
!4-08 Filed order: Order Granting Motion for Enlargement of Time to 
Submit Proposed Supplemental Decree of Divorce 
Judge ERIC A LUDLOW 
Signed September 18, 2008 
.7-08 Fee Account created Total Due: 1.00 
.7-08 COPY FEE Payment Received: 1.00 
.2-08 Filed order: Supplemental Decree of Divorce 
Judge ERIC A LUDLOW 
Signed November 10, 2008 
4-08 Filed: Notice of Signing of Supplemental Decree of Divorce 
.8-08 Fee Account created Total Due: 3.25 
8-08 COPY FEB Payment Received: 3.25 
1-08 Note: Received Transcript Request (Rodney Yanke) 
1-08 Filed: Notice of Appeal 
2-08 Filed: Notice of Appeal 
5-08 Fee Account created Total Due: 205.00 
5-08 APPEAL Payment Received: 205.00 
Note: Code Description: APPEAL 
5-08 Note: Mailed certified copy of Notice of Appeal to the Court of 
Appeals 
5-08 Bond Account created Total Due: 300.00 
5-08 Bond Posted Payment Received: 300*00 
6-08 Filed: Denied: Affidavit and Application for Waiver of Court 
Fees 
2-08 Fee Account created Total Due: 315.00 
2-08 REPORTER FEES Payment Received: 315.00 
Note: REPORTER FEES 
2-08 Fee Account created Total Due: 0-50 
2-08 COPY FEE Payment Received: 0.50 
3-08 Filed order: Denied: Court Order on Motion for Waiver of Court 
Fees (According to Mr. Yankefs financial disclosure he has 
S306,000 in equity in the Falvo property. He does not qualify 
to have the fees waived) . 
Judge ERIC A LUDLOW 
Signed December 23, 2008 
:ed: 12/30/08 15:39:56 Page 14 (last) 
ADDENDUM EXHIBIT "C" 
CHRISTOPHER A. TOLBOE-No. A3678 
2181E. Knolls Dr. 
St George, UT 84790 
Telephone; (435)628-0929 
Attorney lor Respondent 
IN THE WF1U JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR WASHINGTON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
SHELLY L.GISH 
Petitioner, ] 
• • ] 
RODNEY J. YANKE 
Respondent 
I MOTION FOR REVISION OF THE 
> COURTS FINDINGS OF FACTS 
> PURSUANT TO RULE 52 & IN THE 
) ALTERNATIVE, MOTION FOR 
1 CLARIFICATION & ADDITIONAL 
> FINDINGS OF FACT 
1 Case No. 064500711 
I Judge: LUDLOW 
COMES NOW, Respondent, Rodney J. Yanke, by and through his counsel Christopher 
A. Tolboe, and hereby moves the Court, pursuant to Rule 52 of Utah Rules of Ovfl Procedure, 
that the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law be amended based upon the net that such 
findings arc clearly erroneous based upon the Findings of Fact that were entered and the disregard 
fbi Utah Statutory law, the finding of Respondent's impairment due to drag usage and the finding 
of a short term marriage period upon which the award was made and the ambiguous nature of the 
settlement agreement which fiuls to contain $u£&»nt terms making it open to different 
interpretations. This Motion is supported by the evidence and supporting law set forth in the 
Memorandum of Points and Authorities which will be filed with this Motion. The Respondent 
requests the Court to amend the findings of feet and concluswns of hw that the Court fifed in this 
matter, or make new findings and conclusions based upon the evidence which has been presented 
in the memorandum in support hereto. 
The basis for this Ruk 52 Motion, is as follows: 
1. The Court found that the Parties were legally married on December 30,2005. The 
Parties separated in May of 2006. This qualifies as a short term marriage, and all properties were 
acquired with Respondents separate pre-marital and inheritance rands. No properties were 
acquired during the marital period The Settlement Agreement (Exhibit 5) indicates otherwise. 
2. The Petitioner was determined to be a Utah State Licensed Realtor who had 
specific Fiduciary duties owing to Respondent which are statutory and are owed under Utah 
Administrative Code rules and which duties were not followed or honored by the actions of 
Petitioner in presenting the Settlement Agreement to Respondent 
3 . The Petitioner was found to have entered into a Power of Attorney agreement with 
Respondent when Respondent moved to Utah. Petitioner agreed to act as Respondent's Attorney 
in Fact and as a result assumed certain statutory duties. As part of such Power of Attorney 
Agreement, in presenting the Settlement Agreement and in other actions, Petitioner violated 
stamtory provisions regarding gifts to herself and to family members. The Utah Power of 
Attorney statutes do not allow the settlement agreement obtained by Petitioner and must therefore 
be disallowed. 
4. The SetUermiU Agreement (Exhibit "5") contains contract provisions that are 
ambiguous as they are capable of more than one reasonable interpretation because of uncertain 
meanings or terms, missing terms and otlier facial defkiencies in the document. See Cox v. Cox 
877 P.2d 1262 (Jury 1994). Such deficiencies wfll be further set out in the Memorandum of 
Points and Authorities attached hereto. 
5. The Court foiled to fully define the test or standard for review of such settlement 
contracts, fa the case of Reese v. Reese 9MP.2d 9 ^ Off 1 9 m s o o ^ 
contracts with each other and arrange their affairs as they see fit, inso&r as the negotiation are 
conducted in good fa i th . . . . and do not reasoiiably constrain the court's equitable and statutory 
duties.... In effect, the parties " are held to the highest degree of good faith, honesty, and 
candor,"... . so long as there is no fraud, coercion, or material nondisclosure". 
In this case, the trial court is provided with sufficient evkience supporting and identifying 
at feast one or more of the specified grounds to support inodffication of the findings of 6ct and 
cooAiswnsoflawwrikAaresurjportedbytheevid^ Braithwaite v. West VaDey 
CJtyJ2ojp,, 921 P.2d 997 (1996). 
MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION & ADDITIONAL FINDINGS OP FACT 
In the alternative, the Respondent moves the Court for clarification and additional 
Findings of Fact with regards to the Settlement Agreement, (Exhibit 5) in that such document 
contains many factual errors and in addition, the contract provisions are ambiguous, as they are 
capable of more than one reasonable interpretation, because of uncertain meanings or terms, 
missing terms and other fecial deficiencies in the document See Cox v. Cox 877 P.2d 1262 (July 
1994). Such deficiencies win be further set out in the Memorandum of Points and Authorities 
attached hereto. 
FILING TIME FOR MOTION 
This Motion is to be fifed within ten (10) days after entry of judgment or from the date 
following the mailing of the document The Mailing certificate shows the mailing date of August 
26,2008, however this conflicts with the actual date the envelope containing the document was 
mailed, which shows the mailing date ofAsgust 27,2008. As a result counsel for the Respondent 
did not receive this document due to the holiday weekend and because of the holiday on 
September 1, Respondent's counsel did not receive this document until September 2,2008. 
Therefore, Respondent argues that the filing of tlus doouneot is tiniely under the cmmmstances of 
the incorrect Mailing Certificate as shown by the MailiiigCerti&ate and by the actual mafling 
date shown on the envelope. (See Exhibit "A".) 
Respectfully submitted this 
Attorney for Respondent 
STOPHERATOLBOE 
ggimCATCQFHAWPEUVERY 
I certify Uat tins Vy^dCT of September. 2008.1 dMlaaid deliver a conect tad tnie 
copyoflhefbregoi^A)camcnl,iothefcllowiDg; 
Brent Brindfey, Esq 
BRINDLEY SULUVAN PC 
382 South Btaft Suite 150 
St George, UT 84770 




It is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED, and DECREED mat: 
1. Pensioner shall submit a proposed S^)plementaJDeate, consistent with the foregoing 
Endings and Cooctusioas, within 10 days of die date meseRndin0t and Concisions are issued; 
2. Following Petitioner's filing of the proposed Supplemental Decree, Respondent shall 
lave 10 days in which to file any objections, after which Petitioner shall have 10 days to file any 
GSpOQS& V0-
Dated mis u day of August 2008. 
BYTHECOUR' 
Eric A. Ludlow 
District Court Judge 
24 
CERTIFICATE OP NOTIFICATION 
I certify that a copy of the attached docunent was sent to the 
following people for case 064500711 by the method and on the date 
specified. 
METHOD NAME 
Mail CHRISTOPHER A TOLBOB 
Attorney RES 
2181 B KNOLLS DR 
ST GEORGE, UT 84790 
By Hand BRENT M BRINDLEY 
Dated this d-b day of dtci|^cyt 20 Oi 
Deputy Court Cleric 
jHftfj $t*trict Court 
220 North 200 EOT! 
St.Ckorje.Uinh»4770 
Retain Service Requested 
CHRISTOPHER A TOLBOE 
2181 E KNOLLS DR 
ST GEORGE UT 84790 
ADDENDUM EXHIBIT "D" 
Brant M. Brindley- 7148 
BRINDLEY SULLIVAN 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 
382 South Bluff Street, Suite 150 
St George, Utah 84770 
Telephone: (435) 673-9220 
Facsimile: (435) 673-3401 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
l l l l l lfMiHlllMWtlMMMill 
IN THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR WASHINGTON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
SHELLEY L. GISH, SUPPUEMENTAL DECREE OFDIVORCE 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
Case No.: 064500711 
RODNEY J. YANKE, 
Judge Eric A Ludlow 
Respondent 
This matto came before die Court for hearing on December 12,2007 and again on March 
19,2008. Petitioner was present and was represented by her counsel, Brent M* Brindley. 
Respondent was present and was represented The Court 
heard the testimony of the parties .and received documents into evidence. Based on the evidence 
presented, the Court made its Findings of Fact on August 26,2008. The Court now enters its 
Supplemental Decree of Divorce. 
It is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED, and DECREED: 
1. Petitioner is a resident of Washington County, Utah, and had so resided for more 
than three months prior to die commencement of this action. 
if id*) 
2. On September 28,2001, the parties participated in a marriage ceremony 
performed by Jose Pirig, a minister of the Universal l ife Church in Rosarito Beach, Mexico. 
Although Petitioner considered this ceremony to be a legal and binding marriage, and conducted 
herself thereafter as if married to Respondent, the Court found that the ceremony OB September 
28,2001, was not a valid marriage. 
3. The parties were later legally married on December 30,2005. 
4. The parties were divorced by this Court's Bifurcated Decree of Divorce on April 
17,2007. 
5. During the marriage the parties purchased several parcels of real property. 
6. The parties entered into a property settlement agreement (the "Agreement") on or 
about May 19,2006, ^hich is bmdingupon iheparties. The parties* real properties shall be 
awarded between them as stated in the Agreement 
7. Pursuant to the Agreement, possession of the parties' home located at 3400 
Robbin Court, Santa Clara, Utah, is awarded to Petitioner as her raadence until the home is sold. 
The Robbin Court home is titled in Petitioner's name only. Petitioner shall list the Robbin Court 
home for sale immediately and upon sale of the home, the proceeds shall be applied first to pay 
off the mortgage and home equity line of credit, second to pay Respondent $240,000.00 and 
Petitioner $58,000.00, and any remaining proceeds shall be divided evenly between the parties. 
8. The parties acquired a home located at 570 North Daybreak Drive St George, 
Utah. The Daybreak home is awarded to Petitioner free and clear of Respondent's interest as 
stated in the Agreement Respondent shall cooperate in removing his name from 1he title and the 
mortgage on the Daybreak home with 30 days oftheentry of this Supplemental Decree. Any lis 
pendens recorded against the Daybreak home shall be removed immediately upon entry of this 
Supplemental Decree. 
9. Tbehomelocated at 832South375 East Circle in Ivins, Utah, is awarded to 
Petitioner free and clear of Respondent's interest, as stated in the Agreement Respondent's 
name is not on the title nor the mortgage to the Ivins home. Any lis pendens recorded against the 
Ivins home should be removed immediately upon entry of this Supplemental Decree. 
10. The home located at 7311 Falvo Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada, is awarded to 
Respondent free and clear of Petitioner's interest Any lis pendensrecorded against the Falvo 
home shall be removed immediately upon entry of this Supplemental Decree. 
11. Attrial the parties readied an agreement-regarding division of personal property. 
The parties are each awanied thepersoxud property as agreed. Further, Respondent has 
possession of many items of Petitioner's personal property which have not yet beenietaned. 
These items include Petitioner's work fries, over 20 years of past files, rental and home fries, 
banking records, tax records, baby books for some of her children, journals, genealogyTecords, 
children's school fries, personal address books, memoirs, family photographs, clothing and other 
personal items and effects. The parties shall exchange the personal property within 30 days of 
the entry of this Supplemental Decree. 
12. Respondent shall be enjoined from making any further defamatory statements 
regarding Petitioner in any contact or forum, whether online, in print, or verbally, or in any other 
way. 
13. Respondent is enjoined from interfering with, changing or using any of 
Petitioner's accounts, such as her credit .cards accounts, utility accounts, bank accounts, e-mail 
accounts and passwords, and so forth. 
14. Respondent is enjoined from creating and posting false profiles of Petitioner on 
any online website. 
] 5. The parties shall each be responsibJe for and pay their own attorney's fees and 
costs incurred in this case. . A 
BYTH»<6otJRT\ 
DATED THISilday of. 
"Xoh 
Eric A. Ludlow 
District Court Judge 
Brent M. Brmdley - 7148 
BRINDLEY SULLIVAN 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 
382 South Bluff Street, Suite 150 
St George, Utah 84770 
Telephone: (435) 673-9220 
Facsimile: (435) 673-3401 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
IN THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 




RODNEY J. YANKE, 
Respondent 
NOTICE OF SIGNING OF 
SUPPLEMENTAL DECREE OF DIVORCE 
Case No.: 064500711 
Judge: Eric A. Ludlow 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN mat the Supplemental Decree of Divorce was signed by 
the Honorable Eric A. Ludlow on November 10,2008, and a copy is attached as Exhibit "A". 
DATED this J^fday of November,2008. 
BRINDLEY SULLIVAN 
Brent M. Brindley 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
ADDENDUM EXHIBIT "E" 
.-nxu 
2SCSIA0S2S AH I I - 0 5 
nv 
IN TIIE F i n n JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, IN AND FOR 
WASHINGION COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
SHELLEY L. GISH, 
FINDINGS OK FACT AND 
Petitioner, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
vs. Case No. 064500711 
RODNEY J. YANK.K, Judge Eric A. Ludlow 
Respondent 
This matter came before the Court for hearing oo December 12,2007 and again on March 
19,2008. Petitioner was present and was represented by her counsel. Brent M. Brindlcy. 
Respondent was present and was represented by bis counsel, Christopher A. ToJboc. The Court 
heard Ac testimony of the parties and received documents into evidence, (laving reviewed the 
testimony of die parties and the documents received into evidence, the Court makes the following 
Findings of Fact' 
1
 Because no depositions have been taken in this case, and because competing affidavits 
were presented regarding the facts undcrrymguHefuYiingsandcoiwh^ 
2007, and the order filed on August 7,2007, die Court has determined n ^ such findings and 
conclusions and order were uiipropcrry entered in the absence of an evidentiary hearing. See, 
e&, Stan Kate Real K«f»fe fr- y, f > « ^ , 565 ?M 1142,1143 (Utah 1977) CTWjhcn no 
depositions have been taken and disputed malcdaJ facts are aflegodmopposuig affidavits, there 
should be an evidentiary hearing to aid in die resolution of those fects."). Consequently, as to the 
parties' marriage date and the enforceability of the parties' postnuptial agreement, the findings oC 
fact and conclusions of law made hens are intended to supersede those filed on April 17,2007, 
FINDINGS ov FACT 
I Prior to September, 2001, Petitioner and Respondent became acquainted and began a 
romantic relationship. 
X The parties decided to marry and planned to go to Rosarito Beach, Mexico, one of 
Respondent's favorite vacation destination* In Ix. iiinnol 
3. In anticipation of the marriage, Petitioner selected a wedding dress* obtained flowers 
and made arraQgffncnt* lo take all of the MM «V. IIIII |I Mil i IIII >I lllliiiii 11 ixlding Willi In in ill lilliii hip to 
Rosarito Beach, Mexico. 
Il I Iiiii 'September I It '(iilil iiilii . m uiamageceremony pctibrmed by 
JosS Puig, a minister of the Universal Lift Church in Rosarito Beach, Mexico. Petitioner, who 
had beta mnmrri flinnr iiiiiiifii pif i inc inn Iiu II iiinujjagt lo Kespoodenl, and who had obtained a 
marriage license on each of those three occasions, testified that, although the parties did not 
ill i IIIII in il n IIII III II I I ingf liuityt in Mo iiu, il ic^ unuv^jtanaing anu Dt^ icr mat the wedding 
ceremony performed by Mr. Puig was legal and binding in ovcty regard and from thai moment 
and in the older of August 7,2007. The Court notes tbat at the conclusion of the evidentiary 
hearing held in this matter, the Court directed the parties to submit proposed findings of fact and 
conclusions of law by May 1,2006. Based on stipulated motions, die Court subsequently 
extended Ac deadline to May 9,2008, and then to May 27,2008. To date, the Court has yet to 
recdvepfoposedftDdingsandco In making its findings and 
conclusions, the Court has drawn largdy on the proposed findings and conclusions prcparcxl by 
Petitioner. 
2 
forward she considered herself to be married to and the wile of Respondent. Respondent s 
testimony was that the parties knew that ttoey could not meet the qualifications for a legal 
marriage in Mexico aod that the ceremony conducted by Mr. Fuig was merely ceremonial and ol 
no legal effect In this regard, the Court finds the testimony of Respondent more credible. 
Although the parties intended to live together as, and to hold themselves out as, husband and 
wife following the marriacc nctthcr party considered die ceremony performed by Mr. Puig to be 
legally binding and valid 
in rhc parties were divorced by this Court1 s Bifurcated Decree of Divorce en A pi 11 II"'
 % 
2007. 
in When the parties returned i n September, MKH lhw> JNIIII 11 IIIIIII I i Il 
days together at Respondent's randenee (on Boston Ivy Court) in Las Vegas, after which 
1 as Vegas. However, the parties intended to unify their households as soon as possible, and 
planned to live. 
and living in this home as planned During this period of time, the parties saw each other and 
lived illiiiii|U|Liiiiici ill1! in IIIIIII i IIIIIII ill couplenearIf .w.iy ^w^aiu,cai^gencouuy aavcungu>uu;omt^s 
residence on alternating weekends. They hdd themselves out *&* and acquired a guieral 
xcputatioin numcMiR fhiPimir tunai ly JoaeanQLbcsrs^  j&tciid^ ,.,; '„ irrh I I asaoctatosas, husband fi •  i 
wife. 
8 II11 I  uJ i i I 11 I I i ttile engageu in i I 11 named, the panics ocgwx the process of building a 
home on Falvo Avenue in Las Vegas (7311 Falvo Ave.t I .as Vegas* Nevada). As shown in part 
on Exhib Bates Stamp Nos. ©43 to 048f the down payment and all subsequent paymeots on 
this home were made by Respondent. The home was completed in January 2002. Petitioner and 
Respondent worked together in selecting the lot and the style o f the homo, and Petitioner's tastes 
determined the interior design and dicor. Additionally, Petitioner was extensively involved in 
communications with the real estate agent and with those involved in die home's construction. 
The parties intended to live together as, and to hold titemsetves mi at, husband and wilt ID the 
Falvo home. I lowevcr, when the home was completed, Respondeat closed the loan without 
Petitioner's knowledge or participation, listing himself* itmcd mum mil (iiiuuig J, In 
name on the title. When Petitioner later inquired about these actions. Respondent explained that 
he had closed in this manner because i f he bm\ sm\ '.in'. IM* W S" mm-irii hr wrmirl nni h w tirrn 
able to qualify for the necessary loan without Petitioner's income. Hence, the Court finds that 
Respoodcmd«ltlHaratidyh<Whimsdfoutasunmarriol in I i i ihiHn m hni.iii i il I i in In i 
closing. 
I I "he parties began f ill n i l m ;i l^iuim Hi I id »home in January 2002. 
1 lowevcr, for reasons not clear from the evidence presented, Petitioner did not end up moving to 
and l iving permanently in the Falvo h o m e as planned. 
10. to April 20tt2> Petitioner learned to^ 
meihamphetamines. 
11. R e s p o n d e n t s addiction altered his behavior, making h im erratic and unreliable. 
12. Because o f difficulties in their relationship but before becoming aware that the 
difficulties were drug-related, Petitioner sent to Respondent o n March 1 , 2 0 0 2 , a letter in which 
she expressed her concern over Respondent's bchavioi mul iheir rchliii ilii|i III i • 11«i IIIIIII I  m iiiiiii 
introduced this letter (Exhibit I) as evidence that the parties only had a casual romantic 
relationship, and did iiiiiiiiiiiil IIIIIII II  I  II iliiiiii HIM h i «i ii n llin iiiiiiiiiiniiii nul I  Iiii1 llfiili'iji Joes support the 
conclusion that Petitioner felt there would be very litfle to do in the way o f u r i n a t i n g the 
relationship, i f that wcrr iliiiiii iiii |iiiii!icfi >IJI l« iiiiiii «iill IIII llliiii mi iii jiagr II of the letter, Bates Stamp 
No. 01S9 Petitioner states that she "would be willing to meet somewhere * on neutral ground io 
II Htui ii each oi Iw i ' > belongings] . Il 11 inropcriy land] maturely say goodbye . Perhaps to hold 
each other o n e last tune." However , o n page 2 o f die letter, Bates Stamp N o . 0 1 3 , Petitioner 
.muni!,! lliM ll!ia|Mimlii ml liiiiiill iiiiHtoiJ |[hcrj [and] ikismarriageofl *(JEmphasisadded.) ( )n 
page 3 o f the letter. Bates Stamp No* 014 , Petitioner states that she wants "this marriage^ Also 
u , | mmonof 1WlC0 reffe^ to Respondent as %<my husband*9 T h e Court fud$ that hxhibit 
1, taken as a whole , supports the conclusion that the parties oiasidcrcd themnelves married, 
though not legally so. 
13. Exhibit 2, Bates Stamp No. 022, is the first page of a revolving credit deed of trust 
dated April 1 1, 2002 that refers to Petitioner as "Shelly (sic) SybttGtsh, a single wonuin.n 
Exhibit 2 is an incomplete document and does not haw a signature ptfii I i ill I  "rtitbner testified 
that it was likely part of documentation related to a home equity line of credit and that she did not 
realise it listed her as a single woman i niifil If r | i r i l n i i t ' i i m i n i I IIIIIII i i|ii l i l nil In In III itn IIIIIII i " I n 
suggested that she may have been so listed because she had held an a c o o ^ 
$ ' tooibtaiiii | il I , I » • i, ml I ii nt JiuJumlm Liu Iwcti i inijt Hit 
Court finds this explanation unsatisfactory. Petitioner testified that, after the parties' marriage in 
MCXIMI IIH.IIUIIKUI I  I I II in i IIIIIII i 11 IIIIIII II i II in nil nocttils. bxhibit 2 indicates that, more than 
six months after the parties' marriage in Mexico, Petitioner's name was still not changed on all 
r he ( ( MiL icud ill) ikixordinglj, iiiii1 U>urt finds that Exhibit 2 demonstrates that, following the 
parties' marriage ill Mexico, Petitioner did not consistently hold herself out as Respondent's wife 
in her financial dealings. 
14. Exhibit 3 , Bates Stamp No*. 018-021, is an affidavit o f Petitioner, which has also 
I iiuai hicxim this matter separately, inparagraph / of her affidavit, Petitioner acknowledged that 
she and Respondent filed separate tax returns from 2002 through 2004. At trial, Petitioner 
H l r tl |^ acKJiowicagea that she filed as "single, head of household" during these years. Petitioner 
testified thai this was done at Respondent's insistence to maximize the amount of refund he 
would obtain. However, shortly before giving this explanation, Petitioner testified that the 
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parties filed in this way because the IRS refused to recognise their marriage in Mexico for lax 
purposes, ami instructed them to continue filing as unmarried persons until they had obtained a 
legal marriage in Utah. Petitioner further testified that she showed tax officials the marriage 
certificate the parties wcw given in Mexico, as well as die parties* wedding photographs in an 
unsuccessful effort to persuade them to aix^pt the parties'maixi«ge^ tax puiposes. Petitioner 
farther testified that the requested, shortly titer the parties* marriage in Mexico I  I I | m 11 I i 11 I 
many her legally in Utah to resolve these difficulties, but that Respondent initially refused to tki 
i< yiyiif I  nl I in i inn inirvii i TheCottri lurptsaUofPctiti i i imti mi i, 
summarized here, and therefore finds that, despite the way she filed her taxes, Petitioner held 
II11.ini"IIIIII in I I i III iiMlu i ill ill II .|<iiiiili i lllliwuiiii liKj iiiiiiiii lliiiik ilhiii il (ispondent 
deliberately held himself out to the IRS as unmarried in order to receive a lax benefit 
I I ill ill i I  I  lull i i rim ii( I I  II Ml i i .iviuiiij I iccrae application the paffie* 
completed prior to being married in Utah in December of 2005. In paragraph 29 of the 
application It , „ ...i notified that they wca« unmacned and aWe to many each other. 
Petitioner testified, and the Court &*i^ 
marriage in Mi iu i i i i ill I  i Ii I m i I  explained that they were bejngmaixied again in Utah lor 
tax purposes. Petitioner further testified, and the Court find% that the ckrk indicated it was 
a € < ^ t t y e l ^ Respondent 
testified that he did not hear Petitioner discuss the parties' prior marriige with die clcrL Ihc 
Court rejects this testimony as not credible. Respondent further testified that he and Petitioner 
did not consider themselves to be legally roamed at that time and therefore that tbey could now 
legally be manied. The Court accepts this testimony, hut finds that the parties held themselves 
out as married to cadi other in applying for the mamage license, despite believing that their 
marriage was not legally valid. The parties signed paragraph 29 either to certify that they were 
not lagally married, or to certify that flKywae nut married to anyone except each other, 
16. Exhibit 6, Bates Stamp No. 087, is a quitclaim deed dated May 12,2005. thai refer* 
to Petitioner as "Shelley L. Gjsh." Exhibit 6 demonstrates that, following the parties' marriage in 
Mexico, Petitioner did not always use the last name Yankc, or consistently hok) herself oi 
Respondent's wife in her financial dealings. 
17. ImmediMelyfoIlowm^ i Iqpterotw28 IHII, 
Petitioner had her name on the records of the Cfturch of Jesus Christ of 1 ^ ^ 
from her single name to the married nm m I ' i ill! iiiiiii Il Hi m Il In" i i Il m m i l mi Ill Il III 
Falvo home was m. She likewise changed her name to Yanke on her property tax records, her 
f Jtah insurance policies, and harm Ill 11| i ill II u i .1 il ill il i Ilium i fi i, II m, l e g a l n a n m I n 
Yanke at that time She testified, and die Court finds, that she did not so change her name with 
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because these agencies declined to recognize the marriage performed in Mexico.2 Accordingly, 
ibe Court finds that Petitioner's feature to change her name to Yanke with the Social Security 
Administration or with the Utah Driver's License Division does not reflect a failure on her part to 
hold herself out as married to Respondent On the contrary, die Court finds that Petitioner 
affirmatively hdd herself out to these agencies as the wife of Respondent, but that tfiese agencies 
declined to accept the parties9 marriage as legally valid.3 
18. In January 2003, Respondent was fired from his employment with Sprint in I-as 
Vegas. As a couple, the parties decided that under the circumstances flic best course of action 
was for Respondent to move into Petitioner's home in Ivins, Utah. Respondent moved into 
Petitioner's home in March 2003. Petitioner loved Respondent and was concerned for his 
welfare and wanted to help him overcome his addiction, 
19. Exhibit 9 is a homestead declaration signed by Respondent on March 7,2003. In the 
homestead declaration, Respondent identifies himself as a married man and verifies Petitioner, 
whom ho identifies as Shelley Lee Yanke, as hiswifc. The Court finds that flic declaration of 
2
 Petitioner testified that these agencies "told (the parties] that even though [their] 
marriage in Mexico was considered a legal marriage, it wasn't recognized in the State of Utah 
until [the parties] went and were married in the State of Utah * ilie Court rejects _ r£v 
. Petitioner** representation that die agencies characterized the parties' marriage in Mexico as "iT "" 
legal marriage/' 
' In paragraph S of the affidavit introduced as Exhibit 1), Bates Stamp Nos. 004 to 007, 
Respondent confirms that Petitioner "tried to change her legal name and her drivers license liroxn 
the name Gish to Yanke." 
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homestead demonstrates thai, at times, Respondent held himself out as Petitioner's husband. 
20. Exhibit 10 is a handwritten document prepared by Respondent, and dated September 
25,2004. In this document, Respondent identifies Petitioner as his wife and declares her the 
beneficiary of his entire estate. The Court finds that this document demonstrates that, at times, 
Respondent held himself out as Petitioner's husband. 
21. Respondent^ coniinuinft drug addiction caused problems for Petitioner. Respondent 
was unreliable, and would often fitil to take care of business matters. On at least one occasion, he 
failed to show up at a real estate closing where his presence was needed. Respondent recognized 
that his behavior was having a negative impact on the parties' business and their relationship. 
Hxhibit 20 is a general power of attorney Respondent signed and had notarized in favor of 
Petitioner on July 8,2003, to provide relief to Petitioner from his own unreliability. In the power 
of attorney, Respondent identified Petitioner as Shdly JLee Gish Yankc. The Court finds thai the 
power of attorney demonstrates that, at times, Respondent held himself out as Petitioner's 
husband. 
22. At the time the parties were married in Mexico, Respondent owned the property on 
Falvo Avenue in Las Vegas, where he was building the intended marital home of the parties. 
Petitioner owned a home in Wins, Utah. 
23. Petitioner is a licensed realtor in Utah. Following Respondent's move to Utah in 
March 2003, the parties acquired three residential properties in Washington County, Utah, that 
10 
arc at issue here. 
24. One of the homes acquired was referred to at trial as the Daybreak home (570 R 
Daybreak Dr., St Cfeorge, Utah), At trial, the parties agreed that Exhibit 13, Bates Stamp No. 
049, is a copy ofa check (for $49,657.74) that constituted the bulk of the down payment (of 
$54,657.74) on the Daybreak home. Respondent testified that the money for that check came 
from cash that he brou^t with Jbim to Utah from Las V Petitioner testified that part ol iho 
money tor that check was hers, but that she eould not state pcodsely how mudi because the 
parties kept their casb-incl uding about $20,000 cash that she had saved from sources such as her 
employment and foster caro-in the same safety deposit box. Based on die competing testimony, 
ami in die absence of any records, the Court is unable to determine the amount of money 
contributed by each party toward the down payment on the Daybreak home. 
25. Another ofthe homes acquired was referred to at trial as the Robbin Court home 
(3400 Robbin Court, Santa Clara, Utah 84765). Exhibit 14, Bates Stamp. No. 051, is a copy ofa 
chock written by Respondent to Petitioner for $60,000, dated July 16,2003, made from 
Respondent's personal account A notation on the check indicates that it is intended to be 
applied to a down payment on the Robbin Court home. Exhibit 14, Bates Stamp No. 052, is a 
copy ofa check written by Respondent to Petitioner for $15,000, also dated July 16,2003, made 
from an account Respondent held as custodian for his children. A notation on this check 
indicates that it is also to be applied to a down payment on die Robbin Court homo. 
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26. KxhibitK Bates Stamp hto^^ 
showing that Petitioner made a down payment of $72,040.64 on die Robbin Court home The 
Court finds that Ac money Petitioner used to make thte 
Respondent, as just set forth above. It is unclear what the remaining balance of $2,959.36 of the 
funds Respondent gave Petitioner was used for. 
27. Additionally, Exhibit 14, Bates Stamp No. 054, shows that Petitioner made this down 
payment using the name (iish, rather than Yanke, demonstrating that, following the parties' 
marriage in Mexico, she did not consistently hold herself out as Respondent's wife in her 
financial dealings, 
28. Finally, the parties acquit 
375 east Circle, Ivins, Utah 84738). Kxhibit 15, Bates Stamp Nos. 059 to 062, ace copies of 
docniments related to the puxxAasc of the Ivins h The Court finds that the parties made a 
down payment of $59,617 to purchase flic Ivins home. Respondent paid $40f617 (including the 
earnest money deposit of $500) cash toward the down payment Petitioner obtained, on credit, 
the additional $19,000 paid 
29. After moving to Utah, Respondent would sometimes disappear for w**«*
 W J» «t« 
time due to his methampbetamine addiction. Respondent left Petitioner solely responsible for 
maintaining their home and the other investment properties, including collecting rent, 
maintenance, and paying the parties' bills. 
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30. Petitioner made cxiraorxtinary efforts to maintain the parties' relationship because of 
the deep love she felt for Respondent, and tolerated an cxtre^ 
behavior on Respondent's part 
31. After April 2002, when Petitioner 1 ^ 
Respondent underwent rehabilitation and counseling for his addiction. Petitioner provided 
emotional support and participated in these rehabilitative efforts, but Respondent foiled to 
recover. 
32. Because of Respondent's cemtinuing drug-^atcd probleois and behavior in 2005, the 
parties discussed the condition of their relationship. Respondent acknowledged that his behavior 
had been unacceptable, and promised Petitioner that he would change his behavior in order to 
save the parties' marriage. In order to clarify the tax issues, Petitioner and Respondent decided 
to be legally married in Utah. The parties were legally married on December 30,2005 in Santa 
Clam, Utah. Respondent represented to Petitioner thai if he disappeared again as a result of his 
drug addiction, he would understand if she sought a divorce. 
33. Following the parties' mmia^ on December 30,2005, Respondent's drug problems 
continued Oft May 9,2006, Respondent disappeared again. When he returned home "loaded* 
two or three days later, Petitioner felt she could not handle it anymore. She locked tfieTloonrtfl 
the Robbin Court home, where the parties were Hving, and refused to let him in. 
34. In the week following Respondent's disappearance, the parties discussed separation 
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and divorce options. Petitioner modified a petition for divorce that she had originally drafted 
when the parties were having difficulties in tbeir relationship in October 2004, had the petition 
notarized, and left a copy of the petition in Respondent's car. Exhibit 7, Bates Stamp Nos. 0.S3 to 
086, is a copy of mat petition, which was never filed nor formally served on Respondent. 
35. Alter much discussion, the patties agreed that they would try to save (heir marriage. 
The parties made an agreement under which Respondent was to make certain changes in his 
behavior and get the help (hat he needed, if Respondent was not able to make the changes as 
stated in the agreement, the agreement also provided lor the division of property in the event of 
divorce. The parties' agreement was written in two separate documents, respectively designated 
as a "Post Nuptial Agreement" and a "Property Settlement agreement." The parties signed and 
had these agreements notarized on May 19,2006. lite first page of Exhibit 21 is a copy of me 
parties' "Post Nuptial Agreement." 
36. Exhibit S, Bates Stamp No. 071, is a copy of the "Property Settlement agreement" the 
patties signed on May 19.2006/ Petitioner testified that the parties prepared this document 
* At trial, Petitioner iotrodoced the second page of tixhtbit 21 as a copy of the parties' 
l
*Pn>perty Settlement agreement" This document differs from Exhibit 5, most notably due to the 
presence of a haiidNvritten.undcrimed'X^ When 
questioned about mis difference at trial, Petitioner suggested mat the "OR" may have been 
*VfotcdourfOTExhAit5, wmehwasu However, in her proposed 
findings and conclusions, Petitioner identifies Exhibit 5 as the parties' property settlement 
agreement The Court adopts this proposed finding. 
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based on a letter thai R e s ^ ^ 
agreement until Respondent was fully satisfied with it. Petitioner further testified that both 
parties signed the "Property Settlement agrcemenr firecdy and TO 
was under no duress or coercion in signing the property settlement agreement 
37. Respondent testified that Petitioner approached him with the "Property Settlement 
agreement*' and demanded that he sign it or she would not permit him back in the parties' home 
and she would divorce him immediately. Respondeat testified that he fell he had no choice but 
to sign die "Property Settlement agreement/* that he was not adv i^ 
agreement reviewed by counsel, and that he felt, because of the coercive nature of Petitioner's 
demand that he sign it, that the agreement would not bo legally enforceable. Respondent further 
testified that he was unaware of certain financial transactions performed by Petitioner al the time 
he signed the agreement, and that if he had been informed of such transactions, he would not 
have signed it 
38. The Court finds that Petitioner's testimony here is credible, and that Respondent's 
testimony here is not credible. The Court finds that the uProperty Settlement agreement" signed 
on May 19,2006 was freely and vohuitarily entered into by both parties afier foil disclosure, and 
that it was entered into after both parties had been given the opportunity to have the document 
5
 The letter referred to was not offered into evidence at trial 
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reviewed by their respective counsel of choice. 
39. Since Ihc parties signed the "Property Settlement agreement,'' Respondent has filed 
multiple legal actions and filed numerous complaints to initiate investigations of Petitioner, 
copies of some of which are included as Exhibits 16,17,18, and 19. On the basis of the 
evidence presented at the evidentiary hearing, the Court is unable to determine the propriety of 
such actions and complaints. 
40. Paragraph 1 of the "Property Settlement agreement" provides: 
3400 Robbin Court, Saata Clara UT to be the personal residence of Sybil and the 
kids until it sells. At that time, wc will 
A. Pay offthe house debts, 1st mortgage andHcloc. 
B. Pay Rod back his $240,000.00. 
C Pay Sybil back her $58,000.00. 
D. Divide the difference. 
R. Rcfithc house loan, to bring down the payments, aral each have some cash to 
move forward with now. Which would leave all bills and debts as they axe now, 
bdog paid from the rent, until the house sells. 
41. loe $58,000 reikred to msiibr^C was monty 
sale of the home in Ivfns mat she owned at Ac time the parties were married, and the majority of 
which she subsequently used for the payment of the personal debts of both parties. 
42. At trial the parties reached an agreement regarding u» division of personal property. 
43. The parties entered into theproperty settlement agreement to resolve the properly 
issues and to avoid lengthy and costly litigation over (hose issues. Vrom the evidence presented, 
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the Court is unable to say that cither party is solely responsible for the litigation that has resulted 
involving these issues. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Validity of Parties' Marriage in Mexico 
The parties dispute the validity of the marriage ceremony performed in Rosarito Beach, 
Mexico on September 28,2001. I fader U.C.A. Section 30-1-4, with certain exceptions not 
applicable here, "[a] marriage solemnized in any other country.,., if valid where solemnized, is 
valid here[.;T At the evidentiary hearing on December 12,2007, Respondent presented the Court 
with a document purporting to contain the requirements for a valid marriage in Mexico. 
However, because Respondent failed to (ay a sufficient foundation for the document, it was not 
admitted into evidence. No other evidence was presented as to the marriage law of Mexico.6 
Because Respondent has not presented any admissible evidence as to the requirements for 
a valid marriage in Mexico, the Court presumes that the marriage law of Mexico is the same as 
that of Utah. SccMaplev.MtnhL 566 P.2d 1229,1230 (Utah 1977) ("[UJnless the law of a 
foreign jurisdiction is proved to he otherwise, it will he presumed to be the same as the law of the 
forum states.'1) (footnote omitted). 
0
 On March 11,2008, Respondent filed a motion to permit the reverend who officiated in 
the marriage to testify in the hearing on March 19,2008. At &e beginning of ttie March 19,2008 
hearing, this motion was denied. 
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Operating under this presumption, die Court concludes thai the marriage of September 
28, 2001, was invalid. Under U.CA.- Section 30-1 -7(1), *tn]o marriage may be solemnized in 
ibis state without a license issued by the county cleric of any county of tins stated It is 
undisputed that the parties did not obtain a marriage license to be married in Mexico. 
Accordingly, the marriage could not have been validly solemnized. 
Ciring UJCIA. Section 30-J-5(l),7 Petitioner has argued that, because she had a good-faith 
bdief that the parties' marriage was legally valid, it may not now be declared invalid. Assuming, 
lor the sake of argument, that this provision eould apply in the way urged by Petitioner (i.e., that 
a party's good-faith bdief in die validity of the marriage is equivalent to a good-faith belief in the 
authority of the person performing the nuurri^t wtK^ at l(»st one ofthe parties had a g u ^ 
fathbehefthatthemamagewas 
here. Both parties knew they needed a marriage license to obtain a legally valid marriage, ami 
both parties knew that they had not obtained such a license. Hence, neither party held a good-
faith belief that the marriage was legally binding. 
Finally, the Court considers whether the parties had a valid common-law marriage. 
7
 Section 30-1-5 (1) provides: 
A marriage solemnized before a person professing to have authority to perform 
marriages shall not be invalidated for lack of authority, if consummated in the 
belief of the parties or cither of them that he had authority and that they have been 
lawfully married. 
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Uoder U.C.A. Section 30-1-4,5(1), 
A marriage which is not solemnized according to this chapter shall be legal and 
valid if a court or administrative older establishes that it arises out of a contract 
between a man and a woman who: 
(a) are of legal age and capable of giving consent; 
(b) are legally capable of entering a solemnized marriage under the 
provisions of this chapter; 
(c) have cohabited; 
(d) mutually assume marital rights, duties, and obligations; and 
(c) who hold themselves out as and have acquired a uniform and general 
reputation as husband and wife. 
Several of these requiixancnts arc met here. On September 28,2001, when the parties 
participated in the marriage ceremony in Mexico, they were both of legal age, were capable of 
giving consent, and woe legally capable of encenng a solenmizedmamugeurKlcr Chapter 1 of 
Tide 30 of the Utah Code. They have cohabited during much of the time since that marriage, as 
set forth in the findings above. fathettxeafcmypcrfonnedin 
marital rights, duties, and obligations. 
However, the parties tailed to 5ati5fy the rcqiriremente of Subsection (lXc). Although 
they did generally hold themselves out as husband and wife, and acquired a general reputation as 
such among thdr family members, friends, and church and work associates, they also each, in 
dilFcroit cmatmstan^ [:or 
instance, Respondent held hrnisetfoutasumram^ 
close the 1-alvo home purchase in January 2002, and in order to obtain a greater tax refund during 
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the years 2002 to 2004. Similarly, Petitioner held herself out as single when obtaining a home 
equity line of credit io April 2002, when making a down payment on the Robbin Court home in 
August 2003, and when qmldaiining property to her son in May 2005. These instances 
demonstrate mat, although the parties held themselves out as, and acquired a "gencror rcpotaiion 
as, a married couple, they did not always so hold themselves out, and did not have a "uniform" 
reputation as such, as required by the plain language of the statute." Cf. 52 Am. Jur. 2d Marriage 
§ 40 (LexisNexis 2008) ("While the holding out as husband and wife must be clear and 
substantial, slight inconsistency in this regard will not destroy an otherwise valid common-law 
marriage.'') (footnote omitted). 
To hold otherwise would be to violate the rule that every term of a statute is to be given 
meaning. Sfife &&, fftlte" ^ T H T ? , 909 P.2d 277,279 (Utah a . App. 1995) ("Because wc 
assume every word in the statute was chosen advisedly by the l-egisJaturu, we resist concluding it 
would have chosen redundant language.''). Accordingly, die Court holds mat the parties failed to 
obtain a untmrm reputation as husband and wife, as required by Subsection (1X<0> and therefore 
did mrt have a valid comiroi^Iawmamageu See Whvte v. Blair. 
1
 m Hansen v.Hansen. 958 P.2d 931 (Utah Ct App. 1998), the Court of Appeals 
addressed die meaning of Subsection (lXeX stating mat, "fajlthough Utah courts have yet to 
specify the requirements of this provision, courts of other jurisdictions have consistently held thai 
a 'partial or divided' reputation of marriage is insufficient" Id. at 936 (citations omitted). 
However, from the case excerpts quoted in Uaflm the court appears to have been addressing 
only the meaning of the term "general," rather man the meaning of the term "uniform." 
20 
885 P.2d 791,794 (Utah 1994) ("Evidence of each dement is essential.")* 
{enforceability of Parties9 Postnuptial Agreement 
The parties also dispute the enforceability of the "Property Settlement agreement" entered 
iato on May 199 2006 (i.e., Kxhibit 5, Bates Stamp No. 071). Under D'Aston v. D* Aston. 808 
P.2d 111 (Utah Ct App. 1990X ^ postnuptial agreement is enforceable in Utah absent fraud, 
coercion, or material nondisclosure.** Cd^  at 113 (footnote omitted). Because die Court has found 
that the "Property Settlement agreement" hanc was m*^ 
nondisclosure; (he Court concludes it is enforceable. 
Modification of Postnuptial Agreement 
In her proposed findings and conclusions, Petitioner has argued, in effect, thai the Court 
should make a number of changes, in her favor, to the "Property Settlement agreement" 
Petitioner's argument is based on her assertion that Respondent has engaged in a process of 
unremitting harassment through, among other things,^ filing ofle^actiom and 
administrative complaints. As stated above, the evidence presented here was insufficient to 
permit the Court to make any dctemrination as to the propriety of Respondent's various filings. 
fa D'Astrm the Court of Appeals expressed doubt as to whether trial courts may ever 
depart from the terms of an enforceable postnuptial agreement, saying that "even j/a trial court 
has the equitable power to disregard an otherwise enforceable postnuptial properly settlement 
agreement and to distribute the separate property afthc spouses, the dix i^mstances must be 
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unique and compelling to justify the application of such an exception," 808 P.2d at 114 n.6 
(emphasis added). Given the insufficiency of the evidence noted above, the Court cannot 
/tnnoiiid<> that the "unique and compelling" standard set forth in D'Aston is met hem, and 
consequently need not reach the separate question of the Court's abUity to modify a postnuptial 
agreement under circumstances where that standard is satisfied.' No modification is made to the 
"Property Settlement agreement" 
Personal property 
The parties are each awarded the personal property as agreed at trial insofar as cither 
party is in possession of personal property belonging to the other, die parties are ordered to 
arrange to return such personal property within 30 days of the entry of the supplemental decree in 
this ease. 
Petitioner's Request for Attorney Fees 
In her proposed findings and conclusions, Petitioner has also argued, in effect, that the 
Court should award her attorney fees btusedro 
7
 If Respondent has instituted Utigatkm and other civil proceed 
harassing Petitioner, her remedy may be to pursue an independent action for abuse of process or 
wrongful use of civil proceedings. See; SJL- Anderson Dey. Co. v. Tobias. 116 PJd 323,340-41 
(Utah 2005) (discussing the elements of abuse of process and wrongful use of civil proceedings). 
Asande^suchc^mssto^ See Noble v. Noble. 
761 P.2d 1369,1371 (Utah 1988)CTort claims, which are legal in Mturc, should be kepi 
separate from divorce actions, whkhare equitable in nature.")-
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parties' "Property Settlement agreement" Petitioner has cited no authorities in support of her 
request for attorney fees. Assuming that the Court could grant die request if it had found 
Rcspoudcnt to have engaged in the ooaaduct alleged by Petitioner, the Court has nevertheless been 
unable to so find. 
Additionally, in a divorce action, attorney fee awards uare controlled by fU.C.A. J section 
30-3-3(1), which allows an award, at the trial court's discretion, based on the need of a party." 
Ostenralkr v. Ostermffler. 2008 UT App 249,17 a.7 (Utah Ct App. 2008). Because no 
evidence was presented as to Petitioner's need for attorney fees, or as to Respondent's ability to 
pay them, or as to the amount and reasonableness of die fees requested, no such fees are awarded 
here. §S£ forrfqff Y ^ fltaffr, 748 P2d 1076,1082 (Utah 1988) ("[A] request for attorney fees 
must be accompanied by evidence at trial as to the nature and amount of such fees.") (citing 
Warren v.Warren. 655 ?26 684,688 (Utah 1982) (trial court properly denied wile's attorney foe 
request where she "offered no evidence at trial to show trje nature or attwnjrit of any tittorncy fees 




II is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED, and DECREED that: 
1. Petitioner shall submit a proposed Supplemental Decree, cons^^ 
Findings and Conclusions, within 10 days of the date these Findings and Conclusions arc issued; 
2. Following Petitioner's filing of the proposed Supplemental Decree, Respondent shall 
have 10 days in which to file any objections, after which Petitioner shall have 10 days to file any 
response. 
Dated this V J ^ day of August, 2008. 
BYTHKCOURTY 
? 
Erie A. Ludlow 
District Court Judge 
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